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c r owd staHeS
dorm prote st
a phone-sex tape and songs for
By Jennifer Hight-0wer
an hour. They had a record
about
About 200 students stood
outside Williamson Hall Wed- _of rv theme songs like 'The_
nesday night drinking and chant- ' Flintstones ' and 'Batman and
ing obscenities about the Wil - Robin'," said Steve Parker, a
liamson Hall director and · Williamson ·Residential Assistant (RA).
assistant hall director.
·"They announced that there
Strobe- fights flashed as at
least 30 . stereos blared from was ·going to be a battle of the
windows on the back side of the stereos at 10 pm and someone
building, each tuned to the same called WERZ and requested
·station which was playing "We're not going to take it".
"We're not gonna rake it" by They (WERZ) announced that
Twisted Sister . Three hours it was for UNH and everybody
later, a few stragglers were still cheered," he said. Many students
said they were outside at 10 pm
outside yelling "Anarchy!".
"I just missed getting my head in response to the announcetaken off by about 200 poui:ids ment.
Another reason several stuof water in a garbage bag," -said
Carl Cohen, the Hall Director dents said they were outside was
of. Christiansen Hall'. "It just in protest of what they consiApprox,. imately . 200 stud~n~s ~·o llect~d in fro~t · of Willia?1son, Hall Wednesday· night voking
missed me by about six inches. dered to be unfair treatment of
h )
R · L
·
r
Safety
Public
U~H
by
frienp
a.
Thar happened'to Dan th~ pizza Brent s ·t eckowyc~ ', a resident
·
a broad ·ra~ge of complaints. ( omt ~rone p oto .
man last year and he was hospitalized and had trouble with of Williamson's ninth floor was
/
his eyes. The impact of some- arrested by Public Safety for
thing like that ·is pretty trau..: disorderly conduct when he
refused to comply with the
matic to ·your br'ain."
of Public Safety. The
orders
in
up
"People get hung
crowds doing things that they incident occurred at approxiwouldn't do as individuals and mately 9:30 Wednesday night,
was asked to resigp Wednesday ton and Assistant Hall Director
that they would regret later. You according to ninth floo.t resi- By Jennifer Hightower ·
For the second year in a row, . morning by Residential Life Vivian Stearns of Williamson
know, I was walking around and dent, Derek O'Grady.
According to Judy Howe, the Williamson Hall has lost a administation basically because Hall refused to comment.
a lot of people didn't even know
· There were also several RA' s
why they were out there," he Williamson RA on duty that residential assistant who was of his attitude, bur' the other
said. "I guess I'm concerned night, the police were checking forced to resign. And again, RA'; have not been told exactly who were unwilling to discuss
about people getting in some the floor, searching for the many RA's say they are upset why, according to Mike Water- the issue. "I really can't say what
kind of legal or disciplinary-- people who were tapping into at the loss, frustrated with man, a Williamson RA on the started the rumors (that the
entire staff is on strike) because
trouble, but my real worry' is . the PA system and asking peo- Residential Life's administra~ third floor.
ple to open their doors to check tion, and concerned about how
"I have nothing to say, no right now I'm in the middle of
people getting hurr.:·
· commenr,"said Ripel.
Students cited many reasons · their rooms. At this rime, they students will be affected.
Both Hall Director Meg Whis- RA's, page 9
Craig Ripe!, a Williamson RA
for the riot. "Someone tapped
into the PA system and played WILLIAMSON, page 7

Willia mson staff airs gripes

Wary studen ts won't travel
By MaryBeth Lapin
. Recent terrorist attacks i.n
foreign countries have caused
many students to think twice
about traveling abroad thi~
summer.
Don McCullogh, a junior, was
planning a bicycle tour through
Europe this summer. After
rearranging and re-mapping his
route several times, he decided
to -postpone the trip. Like many ·
others who have cancelled over~
seas vacations, McCullogh is
concerned about the high vis ibility of Americans in a foreign
country during times of uncertain international politics.
"We would stand out in most
places because of the language,"
McCullogh said . •''I've been
reading in the papers about a
lot of anti-American sentiment
in a lot of places. When you plan ·
a bicycle trip you largely rely
In response to recent terrorist activities abroad, many l11' H on the people. We decided to
students have chosen to limit their travels to the United States, · put it off."
M~Cullogh originally wanted
while others have chosen not to travel at all. (Cindy Rich photo)

to travel in the Medifterranean.
Deciding this was unwise, he
planned a · route through England Italy and Belgium. Due to
the necessity of flying into
potentially unsafe airports,
McCullogh cancelled these plans
also . 'TU stay in the U.S. this
summer," he said. "To spend
all that money to go over there
and not see all the places you
really want co·· see· isn't worthwhile."_
"We've had cancellations,"
s a i d R e m o n a ·W o o d s ,
owner/ manager of Dover Travel. "People must be very afraid.
Many have paid for complete
tours and will lose the money."
Woods said the agency is
putting together more domestic
travel packages in response to
client demand. "The United
States and Canada are very
popular now. Ordinarily it's
Europe people are interested
in," Woods said. "People still
want to vacation~ but they would
rather not go to Europe."

The only advice the ag.e ncy
gives people in deciding whether or not to travel abroad, is to
"use their own judgement." "If
they are going to lose money
by cancelling," Woods said,
"naturally we tell them this.
Money is no object when you're
frightened. People who are
afraid wouldn't enjoy their
vacation."
The AAA Travel Agency in
Manche·ster generally books a
large proportion of European
flights, according to public
affairs manager Linda Lindsay.
Lindsay said terrorism and
political unrest in Europe and
the Middle East has affected
business . "A direct result over
the last several months has beena measurable· decrease in the
volume of international travel."
· Lindsay said people who
travel for pleasure are changing
their destinations to the U .S.
"Those who must fly overseas

TRAVEL, page 18
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Inside ·Pistac hio's
By Bryan Alexander
ice-cream so they hate working,"
Ann Fiorenza bends over the she says.
·
·
freezer and sends an expertly
Martel reluctantly proves this
guided hand into a carton filled · statement to be correct, as she
with a dull yellow ice cream. In nurses an upset stomach which
a fluid motion, which comes is the result of "ice cream
only as a result of experience, overload." It is obvious this
she pulls out a mound which she development hinders her ability
slaps into a tiny cup, and hands to appear estatic about serving
to a customer, who steals away ice cream, but she continues
greedily.
nonetheless~
"Can I help you?" she politely
'.'I don't think I should have
asks the next in line, still eaten that ice cream," she
wearing the smile she has worn moans, holding a bloated stomall evening.
ach. Martel claims that she has
Working can get pretty hectic gone through a lot of ice cream
for the workers ·at Pistachio's, since she began, but her enthulocated in the MUB, but they siasm for her favO'fite flavors,
press on, fighting to serve every _peanut butter swirl and chocalstudent in need ·o f a sugar fix: ate fudge walnut, has not died.
They are not your everyday icecream personal, they're Super·
"Right now I hate ice cream
Scoopers.
because I feel sick," she laments.
· Fiorenza, a senior, has "I go through periods; but it
notched a 'semester at Pistachi- never gets to the point where
o's with co-worker~ Amy Small I hate it, unless I really pig out."
and Lee-Anne Martel, both
Pigging out is one problem
freshman. Together they work which has turned away several
as an efficient unit, trying to · potential Super Scoopers, says
appease a heavy Thursday Fiorenza. She states that
crowd; a job that generally goes workers turn to frequent samunheralded.
pling of the ice cream during
Scooping is not for everyone,' the slower hours. This tends to
sighs Fiorenza, taking a breather add unwanted baggage in notfrom the rushed routine. She icable places, and frustration
credits brute strength as the key and discouragement on the job.
to making it through a shift. .
Keeping the waistline down
"You gotta have a strong requires a lot of will power while
forearm to work here," she says, working at Pistachio's, she
demonstrating the standard confides. This was put to the
scooping_ procedure.
test when the entire "super
"If you don't," adds Small shift" gave up ice cream in
while taking change from anoth- observation of Lent. Considerer satisfied custom~r, ' "you ing Pistachio's· variety, they
develop one pretty fast."_
went through temptations comAnother important criteria , parable·to Jesus' s in the desert.
is a love for ice-cream, Fiorenze\
. ''We w~nt-six1)Ve{'.,ks _straight,'.' _
continues.
Fiorenza breathes as. if she is
''I've been to a lot of ice-cream trying to _block out a painful
places where the workers .hate memory. "It was terrible. We

Pistachio's staff members (left-right) Ann Fiorenza, Lee-Anne Martel, and Amy Small say
rum-raisin ice cream is the least appetiziog and wo.rst selling flavor available. (Cindy Rich
photo)
·
.
.
·
,
went nuts afterwards, we ate
all night."
..
This self- control breeds a lack
of sympathy for th_ose weaker
souls who might find themselves eating an ice cream after
vowing to watch their weight.
Small accepts none of the responsibility for their customer's
broken vows.
"It's the people's own will
power," she says. "If they're
here, that's there problem."
While bartenders are held
responsible for patrons who
consume too much alcohol,
Pistachio's crew don't give
repeated vis·iters a second
thought. Fiorenza says that
some custbmers come as' many
as two or three times a day,
without being cut-off, because .

their happy expression upon
receiving the cone shows they
d~rn't have a serious problem,
such as an addiction to ice cream.
While they are able to cope
with the aggravated weight
situation their services lead to
at UNH, the Super Scoopers
have other problems to deal
with. Among these is an unpredicatble shake machine which has
been known to spew its contents
all over its operators.
. Another problem is dealing
with rum raisin ice cream; which
Small contests is the worst ice
cream available at their location.
. The mention of this flavor
b_rings a disapproving glance
fr.om Fiorenza, - who quips,
"We've got that in the freezer
right now and it has been sitting

there for weeks.''. ·
Scoopers are also at wit's .end
on how to deal with the latest
student uproar over the new icecream-in-the-cup policy at Pistachio's. Previously, patrons
were given each size ice cream .
( they can ·chose from small, ·
medium and large) in the same
'sized cup. A recent executive
decision changed this policy so
small orders come in small cups,
medium orders come in medium
cups, and large orders come in
large cups. .
.
Students haven't.made this
much of a clamour, saying they
are getting ripp~d off, since they
discontinued the Tin Roof Sundae, says Fiorenza. . '
PIST AGHIO'S, page 18

NEWS IN ·BRIEF
Challenge r cabin was ·
intact
. The nose section containing the crew compartment of the Challenger broke away cleanly from
the space shuttle's. exploding fuel tank, according
to newly r~leas~d photos, but NASA says it has
not determmed_1f the crew cabin shattered before
or after it hit the ocean.
. Th~ National Aero_nautics and Space Admin1strat10n released 10,photos which were taken by
a 70mm ground tracking camera over a 26 second
period.
The photos su_pport investigators' reports that
the n?se an_d crew compartment were together for
the nme mile plunge on January 28 and shattered
on impact with the Atlantic Ocean.

T erro_r ists claim to have
_killed journalist
. A. pro-Libyan terrorist group reported to . have
killed another B,:-itish hostage in retaliation for
the American attack on Libya last week
·.
According to a statement by th,e group, accompanied by videotape showing a the body of a man
dangli?~ fr?m a s~affold the victim was 64-yearold Brmsh Journalist Alec Collett, who was seized
by gunmen in Beirut last year. Collett was reportadly
hung in "hanging ceremony" the day after the attack.
The group also urged t_h e execution of other British
and American hostages being held by other .
organizations~

South Africans lower
travel restriction s
The South African government announced that •
it was destroying all laws which kept blacks from
moving freely about the country.
Among the laws abolished were the "pass :laws"
.which required blacks to carry pocket sized reference
books with them when on the streets., These books
· will be replaced with identity books similar to those
car-ried by whites.
Despite the elimination of these laws, blacks
are .forbidden to live in white areas.

Officials warn of
contamina ted shellfish ·
Officials have decided against lifting a four· ~onth
ban on shellfish harvesting in a partion of the Oyster
river, even after eliminating one source of the
possible shell fish contaminaters.
·
The Durham sewage treatment plant, which has
emptied diluted and. disinfected human waste sine
the late 1960s; was found not to be the cause of
the high levels_of coliform bacteria contimination
found in the water.
· ·
Officals now believe that contamination ·may
be the result of anima1 waste or water run-off from
fields into the river..
·

,

Stevenson drops
Democrat ic ticket

Adla,i E. Stevenson resigned as Democratic
·,nominee for gove·nor of Ill.inois as part of promise
not to run on a ticket which would make a "follower
of Lyndon LaRouche his running mate.
The LaRouche follower, MarkJ. -Fairchild, won
the ,Democratic nomination for lieutenant governor
in ~he March primary, beating out Stevenson's
preferred running-mate, Sen ..George Sangmeister.
According to Stevenson's press secretary, Bob
Benjamin, Stevenson referred to LaRouche reporters
as, "abhorrent, racist, anti-Semitic, anti-Democratic
and irrational."
-

a

Sununu names clean-up
·
week
New Hampshire is fighting litter this week after
a proclamation by Gcwenor John Sununu announcing
seven days of "Keep New Hampshire the Beautiful
Week."
.
~ince its beginnings in 1983, this week ha.s been
a ~•me of cleanup, generating excitement and pride
in New Hampshire throughout the state.
Over 250 civic and youth gro.u ps throughout the
state are participating in the event by performing
cleanup and s ecycling campaigns.
·
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Rides offer safe
travel for drunks
By Jessica Wilson
the Health Education Center
Funding has just been and Maggie Morrison of the.
awarded for a Safe-Ride Pro- Commuter Transfer Cent.e r
-~ ram for the UNH student . have been working on th~s
fbodf Safe--:l~ide is an alternative project for the last two years.
transportation seryice for stu- Liability insurance, funding, and
dents under .the influence of other obstacles were hard to
overcome, bu_t student and fa- ·
alcohol.
·'
Sta.rting in the fall of 1986; culty input have been tremend- ·
_
Safe-Rides will be available ous, they said.
"The support for this proTh_u rsday through Saturday
· from 10 pm to 2 am. It will serve _ gram shows a _shift in_attitudes
the communities of Durham, on-drinking issues," said Dinzeo.
,Dover, Newmarket and Ports- "Students are becoming more
responsible about their behav,.
mouth.
If a UNH student has been ior, and how to care for others."
Both Stude_n t Senate and the
drinking or is with someone
who has been drinking, and is Greek system at UNH have put
unsure of ,their ability to drive, a lot of energy into this project,
they can call a central number Dinzeo said.
.Funding for the project was op .c ampus. Two students (a ,
male and female) will be sen,t $10,000. Jt was awarded by the
University of New Hampshire
to the location of the intoxicated
UNH student Stephen Foster giving blood-in th~ MUB a:S Red Cross voiunteer Gert Johnson individiial(s) an'd will take them Undesignated Gifts_Committee.
home at no cost. The service is This money generates from gifts
looks o:n. Today is the last -day of the spring blood drive. (Cindy Rich photo:)
open only to .UNH students.
-Kathle~n Oildea-Dinzeo of - SAFE-RIDE, page 11

·Studellts critique English 401
By Candace Colby
Freshman English: some students hate it, o-thers love it.
However, only two UNH students turn_ed up Tuesday afternoo"n in a 'English 401 staff
meetifrg to which students had
been invited to voice their
opinions.
_
_
_ The topics of discussion were.
merits and problems of the
·tJ niversity's mandatory Fresh'
·· ma1ri EngHsi-1 ..coiirse.· · 7
· 1 ~- "I ·thought English' wa·s a gift
some people had and soine
people didn't." said Senior
Robert Estes. He also said with
a smile that he had not been one
of the gifted. When asked during the forum
what he learned in English 401,
Estes res ponded)'! learned I
-was going to be an engineer."
"The biggest factor is the
instructor." said one student
summing up the feelings of a
variety of students asked to
comment on their English 401
experiences ·later.
"If you get in there and they
whip out the Warner's
Grammer 'book you know you' re
in trouble," s,aid another student.

---------

Estes said he rook 401 as a the basis of their past academic
freshman in 1979, before gojng record.
·
into the army for seven years
Having studied· a packet of
to train a_nd work as an engineer. _material sent to them ever the
F9llowing his military service, summt;r, the graduate students
he returned to UNH to finish attend a one day workshop in
an undergraduate degree.
the fall to prepare them to teach
In those days, according to English 401.
Estes, conferences were held _ Graduate students who teach
once a month and all the assign- a're also required to take English
men ts fol? pap~rs had similar 810 Teaching Writing. ·P an of ,,
themes. _ , _
_ _ _·. _
this course is _usually, ~p~nt
'' Siiice '1979 ·confet(!rkes' h1ave - 'cUscussing prbblbhs which nave
mov~d -to once '· a w.eel< . an'd .cropped ~p in teaching ,English
.
several students interviewed 401.
said ·they thought they were the
Suzanne (Suki) Casanave, a
most valuable part of the co:urse. graduate student teacher, said
The complaint that paper as- during the first semester many
signments are too similar per- graduate students are afraid a
sists.
student is going to s_tand ~p in
· Instructor·s, such as Margret the back of the room and point
Shirley, are invited to teach them out as a fraud.
·
English 401 and 501 at the There are also special sections
university. However, a majority _of English 401 which deal with
·of 40 I teachers are graduate sp~cific time periods or themes.
students.
These sections are taught by
Shirley admitted her first instructors who choose the topic
semester was.tough even though themselves.
she had had previous experience
Ray Brandin; who took a
as a teacher.
·special .section of English 401,
. -Graduate students may apply said he feels he learned more
for teaching positions which than. his CO!,lnterparts in regular
UNH student ambassabors cut the cake at a Tuesday celebration
help pay part of their tuition.
honoring Benjamin Thompson. (Cindy Rich photo)
, Tpey are accepted pr_imarily on ENG. 401, page 10

Bush's daughter talks in MUB

Doro Leblond, daughter of Vice-President .cfeorge Bush, spoke
to the Young Republicans Club in the Merrimack Room of
the MUB Wednesday night. (Ronit Larone photo)

By Kathleen Warde
"least 'fun" for herself and the
Anticipation filled the Mer- family because of its intense quired of a vice president's wife
and stil finds time to take up
rimack room this past Wednes- secrecy.
Leblond cites travel as one her own persuits.
day night as a group of well
Leblond emphasized how
dressed men and woman en- ~f the privileges she has expetered. All eyes came to rest on rienced · thrnugh her father's busy a vice president's day can
Doro _L eblond, George Bush's diversified interest. Being a be. Vice-president Bush is often
daughter, who was the main ,Vice-President's daughter does asked to fly half way around the
guest speaker at the meeting have its drawbacks and a major world on a moments notice.
one Leblond said she feels is - In describing her father,
of the Young Republicans.
Leblond leads a fairly ano- "When I pick up the newspaper Leblond refers to him as wellnamous life. She and her hus- and read something I know is liked and someone who can
easily make friends. Jim Chamband live in Portland, Maine (untrue).
Nevertheless,the Bush family berlin, a Durham Represenative
which is quite a contrast to her
dad's hectic life in Washington remains close. Leblond is one and personal friend of the Bush
D.C. In talking about her father, of five children, with four older family, used the word "sincere"
Leblond said "As long as I can brothers, two of which are in to d~scribe George Bush. H,e
remember he has been a public - the oil busine~s, one is a broker, - contmued to say that he had
servant." Among the many and one is in politics. All never met anyone so honest in
positions George Bush has held · members of the family are all his years of politics.
When questioned about her
prior to his vice presidency were politically active to some degree
Ambassador to the United Na- and Leblond gives her mother father's relationship -with Prestion_s and· director of the CIA. a lot of credit for all the support ident Reagan, she said her father
Leblond refers to her father's she gives her d·ad. Mrs. Bush has the "utmost respect" for
involvement with the CIA as attends all the functions re..: President Reagan.

)
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Savereide to speak
on innovation
ent Experience!
• Hands-On Managem_
• Genuine Growth! · ·
-• ·An Excellent Career!
You're finishing school and looking for the company and the
opportunity to turn your education into a successful career
in retail ·management Look to Osco. We're the nation's
fastest growing retail drug chain. And, we're a progressive
and diverse company with a challenging promotion-from·
within policy.
Our Management Trainee Program offers you valuable merchandising experience and the development of supervisory
and leadership skills.
Experience growth at Osco Drug. All majors are welcome.
ff you are interested in a Retail Management career in the
Metropolitan Boston/New Hampshire area, please contact:
Director of College Recruiting, OSCO DRUG, INC., 1818
Swift Drive, Oak Brook, Illinois 60521. We are an equal opportunity employer m/f.

By Jon Kinson
Thomas Savereide, the executive director of the Central
Research Laboratory of the 3M
Company, will speak on "Innovating Innovation," Friday, May
2.

The lecture is sponsor~d by
the Consulting Center of the
UNH Research Off ice and is the
finale of a collection of events
which spotlight innovation. It
will be held at McConnell Hall,
Room 209 with a brief reception
before at 3:30 with the lectur~
following a 4:00. The public is
.
welcome.
Savereide is best known for
leading the research on the
adhesive in the "post-up notes"
,e

note pad, according to Paul
Morrison, rhe coordinator of •
the events and associate vice
president for research at UNH.
Savereide received his BA ,
from St. Olaf College in 195 7
and earned a PhD i.n Chemistrv
from Northwestern in 1961. H~
has work-ed for 3M Company
for 25 year~ and has also been
involved in space research.
Last semester, the _Center
sponsored the Outstanding Innovator Award, which was
given to Charles Taft, a UNH
professor of Mechanical Epgi-'
·
_
peering:
Taft is an internationally
known re.searcher in feedback
control in the efficient desig~s·
of motors.

,e

-Ogunquit Hotel seeks chambe.rmaid for
summer employment

Mr. Blake
Salary, tips, room
Box 697
Ca ll (:207) 646-8291 or write·: ·
Ogunquit, ME 0Y.)07
'

..,

)C

NoW ... At White Mountain Computer

The ULTIMATE
Student Machine
. THE AT ARI lOLIOST SYSlEM
' .

SUMMER
INTHE
CITY

Also IBM Goll'.lpatibles Including The Leading Edg·e Model D

Summer is the ideal time
for college students to get
ahead! · Accelerate your
cours~ work or take the
summer to concentrate ori
a tough requirement.

STUDENT SPECIALS
{603) 889~08-00
,,, , .,.
4t7 Route 101~ (Amherst St.), Nashua, N.H. 03063

UNH at Manchester offers
the advantages of the
state university with the
convenience of a campus in
. Manchester. The personal
attention in small classes .
is sure to enhance your
learning experience.
So don't stop thinking just
because summer's here.
Think about how easy it is
to get the University credits
you need, in Manchester!

From Rte. 3~·Take Exit 7W, 1 Mile Down on 101A

- - - - - - - ·- •

7

I

Call 668-UNHM for
information or registration.
Sessions begin May 26 and
July 7.

Come to Our

FINAL EXAMS
PREP WORKSHOP
Wednesday, April 30 at 7:30 pm and our

DROP-IN STUDY SKILLS SESSIONS
- .
220 Hackett Hill Road, Manchester , New Hampshire 03102 (603) 668-UNHM .

everyTvesday night at Richard House
CallTASkfor details 862-3698
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UNH holds botani cal weeke nd .

.

·

FRIDAY, APRI.L 25

On Saturday morning the try tO go to different institu. By Marla G. Smith
·
. tions."
William Countryman, Nor- group will travel to two UNH
The club was established in
wich University (Conn.) pro- _natural areas on Squam Lake.
to advance knowledge of
1895
Crow,
Garrett
to
According
fessor, will lead the New England Botanical Club's meeting organizer of the weekend pro- botany in the Northeast. _It
gram, the New England Botan- maintains a collection of
May 2-3.
The weekend gathering, spon- ical Club is Harvard-based. 250,000 dried plant specimens
sored by the UNH Botany and Crow, a UNH botanist, is the and publishes Rhodora, an
international journal in which
Plant Pathology Department, club's vice-president.
is associate editor.
Crow
of
Friday
first
the
meet
"We
will kick off Friday night with
The weekend meeting is open
Countryman's presentation, "A every month, September
Botanical Expedition- in Kash- through June," said Crow. "Last to the public and will begin at
September we met at Yale. We UNH's Nesmith Hall on May
mir."
2, at 8 p.m.

Horse· trials set for spririg
and a blue ribbon."
The trials are recognized by
the United States Combined
Training Association and are
sponsored by UNH's Animal.
Science Department.
Dressage competition begins
Saturday at the Green Acres
Farm on Drew Road in Dover.
Cross-country endurance and

By Marla G. Smith
The University of New
Hampshire Spring Horse Trials
will host 110 riders from all over
New England, May 3-4.
"It's a great spectator sport,"
said coo·rdinator Janet Briggs.
"The rider with the lowest
number of penalties at the end
of the weekend will win a trophy

~o
·····
-·······
p:
L
/_#_. . ~=-.~,,_~4~,--

stadium jumping competitions
will begin Sunday at the UNH
Light Horse Center, Mast Road,
Durham.
"This is not going to be an
ordinary horse show," saiq
Briggs. "There. will be a variety
of jumps-from water jumps
to drop fences." .
All competitions begin at 8
·
a.m.

~~~!:~_Movies and more

0

,

' '

~

ii '

thrown through a
window. and arrested.
Eddie Murphy is a Detroit
cop on vacation •
in Bev~rly Hills.

-

/.

_,.-,,

Thurs. Fri. 9-9

NEW HAMPSHIRE INTERNATIONA L SEMINAR"Japan's Triangular Relationship with the U.S.A., _U.S.S.R.,
and China." Presenter: Nagoa Hyodo, Minister, Embassy
_
,
ofJapan. Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
.FACULTY LECTURE SERIES - -confessions of a Syria .
Watcher. Professor Alisdair Drysdale, Geography. Berkshire·
.
Room, New England C~nter, 8 p.m.
FACULTY RECITAL-The New Hampshire Consort, "Music
of England's Golden Age," Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
_
8~m

SATURDAY, APRIL 26
UNH CREW (MEN AND WOMEN).- Men vs. Harvard,
Women vs. Smith, at home. Races start at 12:30 p.m. Route
4 bridge is the finish line.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE-at Penn State.
MEN'S BASEBALL-vs. Northeastern (2), 1 p.m.
MINI FEST ~:All day festival with live entertainment, food,
games and much more. Taking place in the circle between
i:he Mini Dorms in Area III. Everyone welcome.

OPEN FORUM ON AMERICAN BOMBING OF LIBYA- Sund_ay, April 27, Murkland Rm. 21, 7 to .9 p'.m. Sponsor_e d
.
._
.
.
by UNH Debate Society

I · MEN'S LACROSSE-vs. Yale, 2 p.m.
RING IN THE SPRING SING CONCERT-The New
Hampshire Notables. Also featuring groups from Williams,
Colby and Bowdoin. Music from all eras. Richard Auditorium,
Room 110, Murkland, 8 to 10 p.m. Students/Seniors $2,
·
General $3.

SUNDAY, ~PRIL 27

'

'·.·

Tues. Wed. Sat. 9-5

RED -CROSS BLOOD DRIVE-Granite State Room, MU~,
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

. VIDEO BROADCAST SEMINAR-Live question and answer
conference discussing internationalJ"ournalism and terrorism
I via satellite from Brazil, Eng_land an Japan. Over 140 colleges
I participating from the u.-s ..Forum Room, Library, 1 to 4
p.m. Sponsored by Communicatiqn Association.

1

..

MEN'S TRACK-Through Sunday, April 27, at Penn Relays .

.•

•
AND:
NEW
• FOR
:•
· ·:
USED
:
FURNITURE
:...............
...... ..,:

WOMEN'S TRACK-at Fitchbutg State.

Friday~ April 25
Doors open at 7:30
Students $2.00 Non-students $3.00
UNH ID and proof of age required ·
½

Things Are Changing At

Montgomery Ward !! ·
To serve YQU ·our customers. better, there.'s a new-

look coming,·.at Montgomery Ward in N~wingtqn, N.H.
And who knows customers better, but YOU, who,make

,- · ·
the best employees.
As·a ,esult; we have the following part time associate
opp~rtunitie~ availabl~ during the day, evenmg and
- ·
.· ·
weekend shins:
• Cashiers
·• Customer Accommodation Cler-ks
.
,
·
• Credit Application Hostperson
• Technical Sales - Sporting Goods & Electronics
• Apparel & Houseware Associates
• Hardware & Paint Associates ·
• Receiving Department.
• Commission Sales - Various -Bl_g Ticket Departments .
• Automotive Sefvice Center
·
*Product Service Unit Representative
1Q
Tue$days
p.m.,
3
to
10
Mondays
taken
Applic~tions
to 9 p.m., Thursdays 10 to·3 p.m., ..Fridays 10 to 6 p.m.
·
and Saturdays 10 to 5 p.m.
. APPLY TO:
Norma A. Ramirez, Personnel Manager

MONTGOME RY WARD .
Newington Mall
Newington, N.H. 03801
EOE/ AA Employer

EASTERN. INTERCOLLEG IATE CYCLING
CHAMPIONSHIPS- Support our UNH National Champion
Cycling Team! Schools from Maine to Virginia participating
in Men's A .(varsity), Men's B (novice) ancl Women's races .
Start/Finish Oyster River High School. 9:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m.
MEN'S BASEBALL-vs. Northeastern, 1 p.m.
TOM BERGERON OF WBZ-TV 4 SPEAKING-Broadc ast
Communication in Television and Radio. Sponsored ~
, Communication Association. Senate/Merrimack Rom, MUB_,
.
' .
7 p.m.
MUSO FILM-"The Gods Must Be Crazy." Strafford Room;
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Students $1, General $2.

MONDAY, APRIL 29
ENTREPRENEUR S CAREER NITE-Features a panel of
4 local entrepreneurs on owning and operating your own
business. speakers: John Weeks, Stuart Shames, Alison Curling,
Chr~s Beal. Alumm Center, 7: 15 p.m.

In

Another
WRITERS' SERIES-Susan Kenrie_y, author of
Country, reading her fiction. Forum Room, Library, 8 p.m.
TUESDAY, APRIL 29
. MEN'S TRACK-at Dartmouth invitational
ART DEPARTMENT ALUMNI s·P EAKERS PROGRAM- Paula Volunt, '80, Art Conservator in New York. Room A218,
·
Paul Arts, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
MEN'S BASEBALL-vs. Boston University (2), 1 p.m.
UNH JAZZ BAND-William Reeve, directing. Strafford Room,
.
MUB,8p.m.

· .The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are -located in Room
.151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10. am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
imt:1;1ediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
· 151 MUB, UNH ; Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
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HANG GLIDING:.Sponsored by NH Outing Club. •;
'Join us for a great weekend learning how to fly.
· Charleston, NH, April 25-27. All levels welcome.
Pretrip meeting, Tues.day, April 22, Room 129,
NH Outing_Club Office, 5:30 p.m. For more
· information, contact NHOC, 21.45.
0

CO-REC SOFTBALL .T OURNAMENT-: Sponsored
,by Dept: ·o f Rec. Sports: Friday; May J to Sunday, •
,May -3, fields. behind Field House beginning a,.t.,-4
p.m. 5/ 1. Rosters due April 28 at 6 p.m., ,.
Hillsborough/Sulliv.an Room, MUB. All teaips
must have a rep at m~eting, u_ndergrads only.

GENERAL
ATTENTION MOB LOCKER RENTERS: Locks
·· on bfue lockers must be removed by May 22. Keys
.. to colored keyed lockers must be turned in to Room ·
322 by May 22 for your "key deposit refund."
(Lockers may be renewed for the summer.) Key
deposits will not be issu~d-after the deadline and
locks will be removed:
ECONOMIC UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY
OFFICER POSITIONS OPEN: If interested or have
quesdons, contact Joy at 749-6873.
PLUM ISLAND ADVENTURE: Sponsored by
Non-Traditional Student Program . .Bring your
pic::!}ic lunch and Binoculars and explore one of
the areas most beautiful spots, the wildlife sanctuary
at Plum Island. $6 adults, $3 children. Reservations
required. Saturday, April 26, fro.m 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Rain date, Saturday, May 3._Leave from Underwood.
- Call 3647 for more information. ·
NUTRITION CLUB POT LUCK SUPPER: All
" nutrition student~ and faculty ar_e welcome. Bring
your favor:ite entree, salad, drink or dessert. Monday,
April 28, 71 Madbury Road, Durham, 6:39 p.m.
NUTRITION CLUB BAKE. SALE: Satisfy yo~r
sweet tooth with some delicius goodies. Tuesday,
April 29, outside MUB cafeteria_, U a.m. to 2 p.rri.

. OPEN FORUM ON AMERICAN BOMBING OF
UBYA: Sundai, April27, Murkland .R m. 21, 7 to
9 p.m. Sponsored by _UNH Debate Society
.
UNH SPRING HORS,E ·nu.A.Ls': Dr~ssage, Saturday, May 3 he~d at Gr~n.Acres Farm, Drew Road,
Dover. Sunday, May 4, Cro~s Country and Sta~ium
at UNH Light Horse Center, Mast Road. Sanctioneq
by the· U.S.C.T.A. imd the A.H.S.A. Divisions are
novice and training levels.
·

.HEALTH
CLOSEDALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS (STEP
MEETING): individuals concerned about their
dri11king are welcome. Tuesday, Wolff House, 12:30
to 2 p.m. ·
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: Individuals con, cerned about ·their drug use are welcome. Tuesdays,
..Underwooq. House, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
STRESS AND RELAXATION: Sponsored, by
Health Education Center; Health Services. Par, ticipants will e~plore various relaxation tehniques
as coping skills ,f or stress management. Monday,
April 28, Smith Hall, 7 p.m.
WOMEN; STRESS AND HEALTH: Sponsored
by Health Education Center, Health Services. We
will explore both the pressures and possibilities
of being a woman stud·e nt at UNH. Program
directed towards stress and lifestyle management
for a woman in the $O's. Tuesday, April, 29, Scott
Hall, 7 p.m.
DON'T LET STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU:
· Sponsored by Health Education Center, Health
Services. Discassion of stres$ and stressors and
i:heir effects on women students. Coping skills,
time management will be explored and participants
· can experience relaxation techniques. Wednesday,
April 30, Jessie Doe Hall, 7 p.m.
MULTI MEOLA FIRST AID: Sponsored by NH
Outing Club. NH Red Cross is holding a multi media
first aid seminar on Saturday, May 3. Contact NH
Outing Club at 2145 for more information. .

RECEPTION FOR CURT MACKAil, EXTENSION SERVICE INFORMATION SPECIALIS.l";
Ml!'.ETINGS
,~ Mackail is leaving -UNH after 10 years of service··•
,
.
.,,
•\. to College .or . Life Science~ and Agricultu,i'e . .. 'COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET- ·""Wednesday", April '30, '1940 R~rii. Alumni · c enf~r\' ~.l!lf,,, 1NG: COCA ptomotes an educated political response
3: 30 to 5: 30 p.m.
·
·
to the regional wars and ·social problems in Centra·l
America as a function of U.S. policy. A concensus ..
committee, we encourage those with .questions,
LOST AND FOUND SALE: Sponsored by Student
Activities. Opportunity to buy books; clothes, jewelry . ideas, ·requests, _or volunteer. time to . attend.
Tuesdays, Merri°1:ack Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
at a low price. if you have lost anything during
the school year, claim them before- the, sale.
CAMPUS .CRUSADE FOR CHRIST MEETING:
Thrusday, May 1, Top Floor, MUB, 10 a.m. to 3
'·Tuesday Night Live." Crusade is an inter~m
denominational student Christian organization
at over 700 campuses throughout the world.
INTERN'.ATIONAL FIESTA: Sponsored by Smith
Tuesdays, Room 209, Horton, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Hall International Center. Spectacular cultural
event. Entertainment includes Reggae, Marianchi,
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM 1987 - PLANSteel Drums, UNH Dance Theater· Company. Food
NING MEETING: Anyone interested in helping
from Mexico, Greece, Australia, Switzerland and
to plan the Women's History Program for next
Spain. International games and exhibitis. Friday,
year is welcome. Bring ideas! Thursday, May 1,
May 2, Smith Hall Grounds, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Belknap R<>?m, 12:30 to 2 p.m . .·

.,o film series presents
gJ

',:~·

"A TOTAL DELIGHT...COMPLtTELY CAPTIVATING;
REFRESHINGLY DIFFERENT. The inost delightful thing about

1
,~ ~ •

1

!:·,~-,.
r:
..J.ft.
,µ.,:\.
<.

'The Gods Must Be Crazy' is the way it intercuts the goofy
people with the real animals, natives and nature.
~ i ~~ ~
The absurdity of modern life is brilliantly contrasted
·-11 ~· •
!,
with the simplicity of the natives."
io/

.{., -. ;,.r

Rex Reed, NEVy YORK POST

'THE CiOl>f MU5T 8£

~~1tA1b~-- .··\

.. , . ~ & p k : , - ~.. ,&/ _Alrl,w,,d,

•

@1%4 BY TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

.

p~

·

~
~
-G
~

South African director Jamie Uys'. witty comedy is th~ surprise,
. foreign box-office hit of summer, 1984! The Gods Must Be Crazy
opens as a documentary about a tribe of peaceful Bushmen living
in the Kalahari Desert. When.a careless pilot drops an empty Coke
bottle.into their midst, the Bushmen assume it is a gift fr&n the
gods. The bottle soon becomes a source of conflict and envy and
the tribe's leader travels to "civilization" to return it. The Hilarity
begins when he encounters an qdo assortment of city dwellers,
including an absent-minded microbio!Q!;jist who habitually drives
his Land Rover backwards .. l./ys' unpret.entious treasure about a
clash of cultures has broken box-office records all over Europe,
South America and Japan!

Sunday April -27
JVlUB STRAFFORD ROOM

UNH students wishi~g to change dormitot;"ies next seme~ter
signed up in New Hampshire Hall Tuesday night. (Cindy Rich
p_h otoi '
y111111111111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111mi111111111111111111111111111111,11111111111111,111111111

1

I

Cook Wanted

§ For summer employment

at Seafood restaurant in Rye.
§ Experience in seafood preparation preferred.
§ Pay negotiable
'
§ Contact ADAM at ~aooa Siqma 868-9637 <Rm. 211)

·

_

11111n111111111111111111111111111111111111111lli111111111lf111111111111111111111111111h111111111111111,1111111111111111111
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.

PIZZ·A

.. -

~~jl

For our 10th year anniversary
.
We<would like to.thank all our patrons
wiH1 an .early week ,special. .·

On Monday nights-··
s~all cheese pizza $2.00
, "Ori f uesday -nightslarge cheese pizza $4.00
}
large p,e pp·e,r<;>ni' p~zza for $5.00
/
{ from 6 p..m ..-cl.o sing . ·
868-2224 /
_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'.::::::::::::;:,::::=:::::::::i::::::::::j;::::::::::::::::!::,::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:i:
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··'Word .Assooia.tion

·i

- TheturmoilcontinuedThurs- ■
saw a student drinking in his Safety are staff members), is
· ID . day night as three Public Safe.ty •••
· - d to s h ow t h eir
. .require
room.
The studeqt, Steckowych, was That's in the Rights and Rules Patrol cars responded to a •
"Public Safety could have · :
of legal age hut had his door Handbook."
There were still more reasons come in and thrown people into •
open while . he was drinking in
hisroom.Hesaidhewas•written · stated for the pro-test. "Resi- their rooms, arrested everyone, : ·
up for having an open container dents are pissed about the whole and carted them away," said . :
in the hallway so he returned system: the arrest, Public Safety; Scott Chesney, assistant director •
to his room. Public Safety Of- and Residential Life," said one of Residential Life. "l think they : ·
ficer Sheldon Perkins asked him resident in the crowd who asked handled it with a lot of restraint
_ to remain unidentified. He said and good judgement. They could
i~ 's hut his door.
"He aske~~me for my ID and he was upset with Residential. have come in and thrown tearkept saying 'Shut your door'," life for firing an RA that morn- gas at everyone and clubbed
. said Steckowych .. Because he did i.ng, only four weeks before the them like they did in my college
days."
not feel he had done anything end of the semester. ·
·Craig Ripel, the RA of Wil- complaint. "I wasn't there. Meg
wrong, Steckowych said, he
repeatedly refu.sf;'d· to shu_t his liamson floor 3B, was asked .to (the hall director) told m~ that
door or relinquish his license. . resign early Wednesday mom- there was a party on 2A. They Pe~kins asked him to cpme into _ - ing,· according to A;-ea III Cor- had 60 people in the lounge.
Public Safety .came and the
the stairwell to talk. Steckowych · dinator Anne Miller.
Lauren Woodruff, a William- sergeant came," said Jennifer
' said he asked, "Have I broken
any law?" and ·he said Perkins · son RA, said. ~he th_ought the Jenkins,-an RA.
riot "was a stress release for - "People were j-umping out the
replied "not yet".
Unable to obtain ' Stecko- students. They heard the rumors windows but no one was arrestwych's license, Perkins said he that were going around that the ed," said one student, who
would have -to take him down · entire staff was on strike or had wished to remain anonymous.
As the party was being broken
to the station, according to walked Qut (because Ripel was
. forced to resign) and I can tell up, . an uniden.rified student ·
Steckowych.
"J said okay, I want to go you right now that it's just not called TheNewHampshirea.nd
claimed responsibility for tapdowntown. He didn't read me true."
· "People are upset," said Mike ping into the PA system Wedmy rights ·and he wouldn't teH
me whar I was even . being Waterman, a Williamsori RA. nesday night and begjnning the
arrested for until we we:re in th·e "They're upset that they're 'stereo wars'. .
Beaudoin said Public Safety .
losing the person they've lived
· _car," said Ste(kowych.
received many complaints dur"Our floor was out there with."
Public Safety officers, RA's, ing.the Wednesday night melee,
( during the riot) because o.f
that," ·said Michael Caracci, and hall directors were present especially from Forest Park, .
during the riot. Public Safety about the noise. "Unfortunately,
Steckowych'.s _roommate.
Major Roger Beaudoin of went from room to room shut- what these students are not
UNH PublicSafety said "Ariy ting doors and turning off taking into account is that they
student at the University of stereos and they confiscated a caused other fellow students to
New Hampshire, when request- night~tick from one student in suffer and have their en~iron·
ment violated."
ed by' a staff member (Public his room, said Parker.

(603) 659-_2423
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· Word Processing• 'Typing• Transcription
Durbam, New Hampshire
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COUNSELING

• }]

PSYCHOLOGY.
Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions at Northeastern University offers part-time and
full-time graduate degree programs in
Counseling Psychology. You can work
toward a Master's degree. a Certificate
of Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS).
or a Doctoral degree.
· All counseling courses are taught
by licensed. practicing psychologists
with limited class size to.encourage .
individual participation. In addition to
classroom work. all programs include
applied experience in a supervised
clinical environment
-For more information and a free .
brochure on the Graduate Programs
in Counseling Psychology at BostqnBouve College. call (617) 437-2708.
Or write to us at the address below.

BOSTON
.. '

~ Graduate School. Boston-Bouve·

BOUVE
t....

•
·s~_z·

, t1~8Sfeffl
Nor

t!!!~~~Y
afflrm■ 1 1 11f' acuun

College of Human Development
Professions. 107 Dockser Hall. Northeastern University. 360 Huntington Ave .
.
Boston. MA02115

unu1•';_11,·
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The StraffOrd House
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Accommodations

~
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TUESDAYS
12 45 2· ·p· ·M
•
•
: · .· _-.
PAUL ARTS CENTER
R·Q QM A· 218
Talks by Art Department Alumni
Open, to the Public

l

I
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~

~

!
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: ·i ·
:: I

Single and double occupancy rooms
Electric heat with individual thermostats
Wall to wall carpeting
All rooms completely f~rnished
Refrigerator, stove, and sink ·in each room/ apartment
Telephone and television jacks
Parking available
' ·
Laundromat
Lounge Area
.
Year-round patio

I
r

~

j
J

·(
_

I

·

·i
,

l!i

Re.ntal Office at

i

The
Strafford House

~

iJ
! ! The Strafford House is located in the heart of !
·:: I Durham, NH with all the facilities of the l
t ! University of New Hampshire within walking · 1
i
·••,•··•:•:•:•:•:•:•:
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Sponsored by, the UJ,tH. Art Dept
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868-2192
14 Strafford Ave.
Durham, N .H.

Office hours
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TO MAKE IT TODAY YOU NEED ACOLLEGE DIPLOMA,
. . AGOOD SUIT AND PLENTY OF DRM.
.,
If you've received your bachelor's degree fr.om a 4-year college, or a KN or graduate degre_e from an accredited
institution between October l, 1985 and September 30, 1986, you can qualify for Ford's Graauate Assistance Program .
··
We can give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back on your new Ford.
Only if you buy one of the new Ford cars or trucks listed below and only if you take delivery by August 31, 1986.
For more information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536. Or see your local New England Ford Dealer today.

$400 cash back on a new Escort.

$400 cash back on a new Escort EXP.

$400 cash back on a new Tempo.

$400 cash back on a new Thunderbird.

$400 cash back on a new Mustang.

$400 <::ash b'a ck oh a new Aerostar. -

{

.

;,(

·\,

--····

$400 cash back on a new Bronco II.

$400 cash back on a new Ranger pick-up.

$400 cash ba-ck on a new F-150 truck .

$400 cash back on a new F-250 truck .

••

NEW ENGLAND FORD DEALERS
NOBODY GOES
FURTHER.
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---------------- -RA's--------- ---------(continued from _page 1)

it . I'm in the middle of being
a student and being an an RA,"
said Judy Howe.
"Staff members are almost .
never terminated when they·v;
done something and it is the
first time it has been brought
up," said Anne Miller, the Area
III coordinator. "In all cases and
in this case, the issue was
brought up more than once. It
was made clear to him that
certain things 1needed to be
changed, or done, if he were to
stay and those things were not
·
done."
Steve Parker, the eighth floor
RA disagreed. "Craig tried. He
really made an improvement
that we could see and now he's
gone. It's bullshit that he should
be fired when there are other
RA's who have missed as many
meetings and so forth."
Parker has resigned . His
room was packed on Wednesday
and he said he was moving out
on Thursday.
Eric Smith, 4A's RA, agreed
with Parker. '.'His attitude was
bad at the beginning of the
semester but he really worked
on it and he really tried fixing
it. But there were similar things
that we've done that he's being
fired for. It seems that they have
a personal vendetta against last
year's crew," he said.
Scott Chesney, assistant di rector of Residential Life, said
that thi~ accusation against the
administration was ludicrous.
"Why, logically, would we have
waited until the last three weeks
to fire him? We wouldn't have
rehired any of the old staff back
in the first place," he said.
The fact that Residential .life
waited until the last few weeks
was another point of contention,
t students. and some RA's said.

Besides the -negative conse - beaurocracy." He said there fa parameters to protect those who
a value students have is that they
want ·people to see they are quences for students, several a great deal of criticism and very might be persecuted (for indimature and can see things in RA's express~d worry about little positive support. He said . vidual differences) and to help
their own increased workload his floor has· changed incredibly people."
perspective."
•"In order to make RA's ap Waterman said he sees a with one or more RA gone. "By and it has gone unnoticed: Thus,
patt'ern between Residential firing' him four weeks before t hey are not taking all of the proachable by everyone, we have
to make sure that they aren't
Life's handling of this year's the end of the semester, that situation into account, he said.
"We have a lo t of people saying or doing things that are
resinations and those of last will pyt undue pressure on i:he
year. Last spring, Williamson rest of us ,- having to deal with looking at us. So, even if we were offensive to other people. Those
Hall Director Bill Currier and. his· rowdy floor and the rest of hypocrites, ,if we didn't make are the parame~ers tha( we
two residential assistants were the building, like tonight," said caring decisions with good enforce," she said.
The problems occuring this
forced to resign at the end of Bunce iri agreement with several judgement, we would hear about
·
year are affecting the futur.e staff
· other RA's.
' ·
it,'' she said.
the semester.
"Our hall directors are look- members who have already been
Those RA's who are quitting,
Currier was asked to resign
after he admitted to serving beer Parker and Waterman, said that ing for a per.feet RA : the p~rfect hired, said Scott Lounsbury. "It's
to underage residential assist - - _a lthough they are no longer r.ole model, the perfect disci- already like frustration. We just
ants . The two RA's resigned willing to work for Residential , plinarian, all the perfect qual- came off a high from a weekend
after University officials broke · - life, they are aware that they fries," he s.aid. "You can either training and now we don't know
up an outdoor party they were may escalate the problem for sacrifice the friendship aspect what to expect. We have kind
or the policy a·s pect and it's up of denied expectations," he said.
attending with Area Ill resi- other RA's.
Parker is also disillusioned,
"The thing we really feel to you. The relationshi•p Craig
dents.
Several RA's said _that the sorry about is we' re going to be had with his floor.was really he said . "I think if I stayed on
resignations had dra.stic effects hurting other people on staff good,buthedidn'talwaysattend staff, I'd be a bad example,
Students would really catch on
on students' behavior and they and that wasn't our intention," to the policy aspect."
Mark Powers, a Williamson to that: I think by moving out
were afraid it would happen Waterman said. "I guess we' re
· hopi-ng that this will open Resi- RA in 1983 -84, said "I resented of the dorm, Tl! be makin"g a
again.
·
Eric Smith, who replaced one Life's eyes arid that they should that Resi-Life tries to mold you statement."
There will be no replacement
a certain way. They try to
c:,f last year's fired RA's, said look at all the consequences."
"Obviously it's going to be penalize you for being a free, or substitute RA's for those
"This floor just went crazy. I
heard stories off ire extinguisher hard," Miller said of the added thinker. I resent their way of , floors left without one. How ever, 13 of 16 RA's will most
fights, food fights, trash and burden OQ remaining RA's. "I handling their own people."
Miller said they do not try to - likely remain in Williamson for
Jon't think it's going to . be
.
glass in the hallways."
"If the RA is supposed to be impossible but people are cer- mold people's manner of think- the rest of the year. Some ofthe
a role model and then he turns tainly reacting. I think it's going ing but there were some nee- RA's said they are disillusioned,
. cessary rules. "Our philosophy but "I made the committment
rebellious, the students say look to come into perspective."
Chesney said he agreed . ."I is one where we try to accept and I'm going to stay ev_en
- if he's doing it-then it's the
really have a lot of faith in that differences and move out of a though my heart's not in it,"
thing to do," said Smith.
• "I can't believe they're letting group. They've worked together black/white way of thinking," said Bunce.
it happen another year like what all year and I think they'll draw . she sairl "But we do have some
happened to Brooks (an RA · together to help one another."
Several RA's cited still anothwho resigned) last year. Now
Summer Day Camp -Counselor Positions
it will happen to Steve's floor er problem. Th'ey said they
in Manchester New Ham pshire
and Mike's floor," Smith said. found Residential Life to be
CollHqe work-study.preferred
. "I don't understand why Resi- inconsistant in training the
Fran k Mit chell, Pin e Island 4-H Cent er
Contact:
RA's to make judgements based
Life doesn't learn," said Bunce.
2849 Brown Ave, Manc hester N.H. 031 03 ·
Tel 62 7-5637
"I think the situations l re on each individual •situation and .
different because the people are then sticking to strict policy in
different," Miller said. "I don't firing Ripe 1. They also said
think that's giving the people Residential Life tries to mold
· on the floor enough credit . I their way of thought.
The Graduate School
"They tell us to use our
don't think they (the residents)
applications for
accepting
is
are going to go crazy and turn judgement, do what you think _
TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
into Rambo men. I do think the is :right, and read between the
situation on that floor (Smith's) lines with .the .rules. And then
PART-TIME
is unrealistic because it depends they fire Craig. They're so
GRADUATE DEGREE
inconsistant," said Parker.
on the people."
STUDENTS
Chesney said when you have Bunce said he agreed.
Semester 1986-87
Fall
for
Smith said, "My personal
a staff of 130 people, you can
Deadline for applications is June 6, 1986
count on one person either problem with this whole system
resigning or being fired during is the judicial system. There's
Appl'ication forms are available at
the year. "That's less than one _a lot of inconsistancy within the the Gradua_
t e School, Horton Social Science Center
percent," he said. '

Chesney used an anal9gy to
explain his position in firing
Ripel at the end of the year. "If
you were an instructor in a class
and you caught a student cheating on an exam in the second
week of school, would you react
differently than if you had
caught them cheating at the end
of the course? Is the timing a
crucial point in the principle?
.-,,._I think -certainly not," said
Chesny.
,. .
' .
Many RA's expressed sadness
. .
.
at Craig's forced resignation,
Custom.
and
Parker
besides
but several
T-Shirt
(603) 431-8319
Smith were angry. Waterman
Printing
said,"I understand Resi-Life's
T~SHIRTS • GOLF SHIRTS•
position in firing him but they
LONG SLEEVE. BEEFY rs
didn't look at all sides ·or all the
consequences ." He said he is
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS·
·
going to resign also.
& TOTES .·
Five RA's went to discuss the
issue with Miller Wednesday
morning. "We used the argu ment that the benefits of keep.
ing him (Ripel) .far outweigh
~
the cost of losing him. The cost
to the students is great," said
Gary Bunce, the RA on floor 4C.
Miller said that after weekly
.,
· - _,_ SHOP
meetings with the people who
' 6">--:------make the judgements and de .
MAR ·
1
cisions, she has full confidence
PORTSMOUTH, NH, ~ 3
that careful consideration and
I
.
•••••--•--•
.
review was involved in the
Relax At The Private Hot Tub Room Rentals :
decision to ask Ripel to resign.
I
She also said the 'cost to the
... Tu~sday
Monda~:
I
students' will depend on many
IJdll,l).11
\h-11",U.1,
on'" l.11h ,J,,•~ INI'
""'" m~n \JI\' ~ 00' ·
I
things; how clas·ses are going
on? pt·r I hr rt·nt~I
.
on? p...r I hr rt·nl.&I
I
and even the weather. "They
may spend their time getting
I
\ I h i s offer ,nay no t L>e comt)l n ed w 11 n afly .otter or girt ce r t I1I cate
J
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 431-0994
Offer Good
ready for finals. They may decide
r---===---~--'""'!"------.--- •Save S4 Off I
With This
to run up a _$500 damage bill.
)oayRates •
CouponThru(
All of these thing have hapMay 6
pened in the past/ she said.
19
_ - .- - .
· 801042586 .
However, she said she was --,- ·- - __ ,- Ill!'86
- - - .._. . _ _ _ .!! _ _ _ _ _ _
much more optomistic. 'T think .
\
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SAVE $600···

Tanning Available

the5 th annual

Featuring:

The Bowdoin Meddiebempsters
The Williams E Phlats
The Colby_ Eight

l-- - - -

~day.April 26th
8:00p.m.
MURKLANIJ I 10
_$:J Non-8tudent1,1

$:.:! Students
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-------------ENG. 401----------llllllliliilllllllllllli___________________
{cQhtinued- from page 3)
• Grammer should be taught,
Shirley said.she in'teqds to use
Steck said. "I learned it in high Steck's suggestion -of leaving
school, but maybe I needed some . a reading at the re~erve desk.
brushing up." To do this he
Teachers at the meeting
suggested Strunk and White's agreeq w'ith the students that
"Elements of Style shqu/d b.e conferences a-re the most useful
required reading.''
tool, though they differ as to
•Teachers should dress like whether they prefer "hot" or
professionals, Steck said. "She "cold''. confer~ncirig . .
didn't look like a teacher," he
Shirley said she prefers "cold"
said of his 401 graduate-·student conferences in which teachers
teacher
read student papers in the first
five minutes of the . meeting, as
opposed to hours or days before .
~
.
'
With this method, Shirley
• said she finds, the student's
paper is fresher in her r.nind,
• but admitted this sometimes
MUB food service is now
: makes students uncomfortable.
the other hand, Casanave
aq::epting lette-r s of
• saidOns~e
prefers "hot" confer- .
ences because it gives her more
intent and resumes for
time to reveiw a paper.
the foBowing
Although graduate students
such as Casanave say teaching
inte.rnship positions:
· is fr _ightening at times and
always time consuming, they
·Marketing
stick with it for the .feeling of
accomplishment .
Catering/ Catering Assistant-Ray Halliday, another grad-:
Beverage Manager
liate student teacher, said
"There's not a 401 student who
·C ontroller ·
can't 1 produce a magnificant
paper, and when they do it's
.Operations Analyst
great."

. In his opinion peer critics do ~6tk;you hand it to her, and ·
sections. His section deah in
particular with the sixties. Every not work with-freshman, he you get a checkmark."
Steck had some specific sug- ·
Friday our teacher would bring said. "Sitting nen to someone
in music from the sixt:ies -which you don't know and saying 'your gestions for the meeting:
aided the -I.earning process, "he paper stin~s· i-s not the way to .• For library exercises, the
make · friends when you're a teacher should give a guided tour
said.
... .
. .
of the library, then send students
. John Stet~~ a junior majoring •-freshman.'·' ·
Steck.said the library exercises ..back another day to look up the
in English/ had a variety of
suggestions fpr the, afternoon's a'nd keeping a journa-1 tnade the froµr page newspaper stories .
meeting on how teachers could course into a lot of "busy work". -~ from. the day they were born,
improye what the .students got · He said the _kicker for ·him was .and then read a specific article
that, "You go throu_g h all this .. from the reserve desk.
out of the course. ·
,

UniversityTheater
· 1985-86-Season Presents the
Anna
Zornio Memorial 'Production
of
.
.

JOSEPH AND THE

.

~

AMAZING ·· ·
TECHNICOLOR
DREAMCOAT

.•...............••. ..............•..........•.
•

.•

-:

:
.:
:
•
:
:

••
••
••

The:ivfusicalbyTim.Rice a11d Andrew Lloyd Weber
Directed by Carol tucha Burns

'
- .
, John$oi1 ';fheate,_r, IsabeJ and Harriet Paul Creative Arts Center,
.
.
UNH,. Durham
'
.

Goodie Package
Food Lab Assistant Instructor

.

·.

PERFORMANcis-: May i a.nd 8,at 7 ~.M.; May 2, 3, 9, and 10 at 8 PM.
TICKETS: general, $5; UNH students, employees, alumni, ·
· and all senior citizens, $4; preview, $2; children's performan~es, $1
Reservations, 862-2290
. Pinner ~heater Package, New England Center Rest~urant ·

-.:

JOIN THE MUB TEAM!

'

..••
••

'

'.

··,\·

., .

. All resumes must be in to
· Dave O'B-rien by .April ~O .

······~················~·········~··········

Brady Ford Congratulates
The Class
of
'86
with
$400. 00 .and pre-approved·credit!!!
If you are receiving your bachelor's degree, RN. or graduate .degree from UNH we tip our hats to you. To qualified
·
~~
·
·.
gr~dliates between October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986,
·
~:-"' Brady Ford can offer you Ford's Graduate Assistanoe-Prqgram.;

I

I

We ,can give you pre-appmved credit and $400.00 cash back on your new Ford. To take adva'ntage of this program
buy one of the Brady Ford cars or trucks
listed below and take delivery by August 31, 1986.
.
.

.

For further details stop by or ~ontacta Brady Ford Sales Representative .. . and again congratulations!
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$400 c9sh back on a new Tempo , .

$400 cash ba.ck on a new Bronco II.

.· $40_Q.cash back on .a new Ml!sto~g
$400 cash hock on a new F-150.truck.
$400 cash bock on a new Rong

$400 cash back on a new Escort.

· ,.,

•

$400 cash bock on a new

E~coii EXP.

..

.'$400 cash back on a newAerostar. .
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----SAFE~RIDE· ---

G eral Has Determined .

<continued from page 3)

', '

that alumni give and do not weeks, per_year, ~nd ongoing
designate for a specific program. couns_eling and reference serImplementation plans include vices for alcohol related issues.
recruitment. of student drivers, Only so ·percent of universities
training, purchasing of neces- . have a staff memeber specifisary equip:ment, and program . cally devoted to drug/ alcohol
issues like Dinzeo.
,
advertising.
The UNH Safe-Ride is exThe program is especially
important for the Durham area pected to expand and find
because bars are spread out and addition-al funding out-side the
there is no la_te night bus service, university. Eventually it may ·
Dinzed said. It is also a safer serve a larger area and have
w~y to get home than walking . more vehicles. Later, businesses
may be informed of the service,
alone at night.
The Safe-Ride program will so they can report problem
have two university vehicles, students.
Safe -Ride will be a student
a van .a nd a station wagon, both
equipped with CB radios. Driv- run organization. Students who
ers will be student volunteers, - are interested in working_on the
Dinzeo said she thinks enough foundations of a program ,s hould
students will volunteer so that get involved, said Morris_on. The
each will only have to work a first organizational meeting will
-shift or two per sememster_. be May 6, 7- 8 p.m. in the
There will be two-two hour Sullivan Room of the MUB.
- shifts per evening.
. -Volunteer student drivers will
have to complete an eight hour
defensive driving course. They _
will also have to take a health
service ,training program-on
how to deal with someone who
is intoxicated and how to tell
ifthey require medical assistance.
UNH is one of the few uni:versities that has a comprehensive drug/ alcohol program,,
Dinzeo said. Although many
high schools a!)d commupity
ce.nters ~ave Safe-Ride systems,
few universities do.
The University of New
·
Hampshire has a long standing
committment. to alcohol/ drug
· related issues . There are drug
~;pd _alcohol education programs
in the residence halls and Greek ·
system, two alcohol awareness
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Wa ming: The Sur~eors ;;ngerous to Your Health.
·garette smoking
.
1
C
.
That

t . A.
mencan

V

.·

Heart

Association ,,

Howtobuya
Performance~ tiJirl;}YJ§1'i5.ifti .

~**************~
THE LAST HURRAH
.!

: · .

*

*

Consignment Shop

* For the'adventurous shopper! *
*
. *
*
!
*
**
., t ~*****2***-*****j.
*
*
*

Choose from' 30' s-' 40' s, vintage & fun~y:
clothing, hats & access-or~es: men s , ·
women's, children's, & infants clothing;*
jewelry, pottery & collectibles; & m u ch*

*

more!

*
*

9 Main St , Dover
(In Smiley's Plaza)

Summer

Fall

Spring

WASHINGTON
OR LONDON
lNTERNSH~C
PS
OXFORD- s~i:lR.
Full Academic Years In
• Oxford University

U.S. credits will be transferred
through Hampden-Sydney
-College, founded in Virginia by
James Madison in 1778.
Gradua.te work is an ORtion.
The Director of Studies for the
Center for Quality Education
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt
Hon. The Lord Beloff, D.Litt.
(Oxon.)~ 'Fellow of the British
Academy, professor Emeritus
of Gov~mment and Fellow of

All Souls, Oxford.
INQUIRIES-TO:
JANET KOLLEK, J.D.,
Admissions Director CQEA/
WISC, Rm .53, 158.W. 81 St.,
NY,NY, 10024.
-(212~ 724".0804/724-0136).
' CEO/AA)

How to get the Card
before you graduate.,
Because we believe college is the first sign
of success, we've made it easier for you to
get the American Express Card, Graduating
students can get the Card as soon as they
accept a'$10,000 career-oriented job. If
you're not graduating yet, you can
.. apply for a special sponsored Card. Look
for student appli(ations on campus.
Or call I-800-THE-CARD, and tell them
you want a Stu.dent application,

_The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it~M·

*

~ L.S.E.
• St~ Andrews, Scotland

· little things, and the big-titket items, that
- you'll want during college.

,

-
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Editorial
Children will be children
This past \'v' ednesday night a group of
approximately 200 Ar-ea III residents
gathered in front of Williamson Hall in
protest. These students shouted obscenities
directed at the Williamson Hall director
and assistant hall director. The Christiansen
Hall director barely escaped serious injury
when a garbage bag filled with water and
dropped from a Williamson window missed
him by less than a foot. Over two dozen
radios, tuned to Twisted Sister's "We're
Not Gonda Take It" could be heard as far
away as the MUB.
These students gave diverse accounts
of why they attended the protest . One
resident cited unfair treatment of a fellow

student by a Public Safety officer as the
cause, while another related it to the
dismissal of a Williamson RA. Still another
reason was given. Apparently, a particuariy
industrious group of students tapped into
Williamson's public addre.ss system and
began broadcasting a phone-sex recording
as well as numerous television theme songs.
These are not valid reasons to protest.
Rather, they are rationalizations of bar. barous behavior. It appears that many, if
not most of these socially conscious students
did not know wh_a t they were protesting.
None of these rationalizations excuse
these students for their sophomoric and

fell 5 miles to their death last the-wall metaphors make one wondmonth? Did you protest the autroc- er if maybe he has been dipping his
ities of Rome and Vienna? Where pen into the wrong inkwells. ·
To the E<litor:
Mr. Woodburne, although you
were your letters when shrapel and
I have recently read perhaps the debris sliced throught the bodies
may not, many of us like the society
most ignorant piece of malarky to of Sgt. Kenneth Ford and 25·0 others
in which we live. I only hope that
ever grace your pages.. It was a letter in West .Berlin, per order of the you can at least appreciate how lucky
written by a C. Silla who told us how most sign if icam lunatic si,nce you ·are to b~ able to openly criticize
proud he/ she was to be an Amer- Hitler? Where were the fote'r na - it.
,.
ican while listing the "horrors" of tional protests when the Marine
. Michael Lademan
our Government.
barracks in Beirut was -bombed
'.fhis person cited many examples killing 251 soldiers in there? Where
of political ignorance of which I were the masses of humanitarians
wish to address a few . The first has then?
·
To the Editor:
to do with American air raids over
The author of the letter last •. In response to the letter by Jeff
Lybia, which Silla said America Friday said he was proud to be an
Semprehon i'n the April 22 issue
resorted to terrorist tactic "under American. I can think of many
New Hampshire, 1 thought
cover of night ." The U.S. bombed responses to that farce, hut they of The
inform everyone of our
a nation guilty of funding interna- · won't get printed . I will only say I would
the Hetzel and Fairchild
for
plans
tional terrorism. We went under that that letter exibited such warped
do i-m fact have a project
cover of night because Lybia·n and selective idealism that any areas . We
for that area to be done
fighters , some of whom posses great assertion of American "pride" is planned
this summer to include improving
skill in the cowardly act of placing a blatent corruption of the term.
the drainage, resurfacing the sidebombs and sprinting, do not know Come Comrads, let us stand proud ·
walks, installing new wooden fences
how to fly airplanes in the dark.
·
together.
and landscaping the area as needed.
Civilian areas were not intended
Michael J. Rose Our department presently has
to be hit, but were which proves
around 30 projects that we will try
"surgical'' s_trikes are such in name
to accomplish this ·summer involv only. Perhaps however, there would
ing all areas of the campus. It is our
have been mo re accuracy had our To the Editor:
job to make as many scenic im I have read Th e New Hampshire,
"Allies" allowed us their air space,
p·rovements as possible but our
or joined us in economic sanctions cqnsistently now for almost four
number one priority is to make the
four months ago when they were years; but, I have to admit, rarely
c;:ampus area safe and to repair those
proposed. I guess even our allies have I read a letter quite as amusing
areas that cause an inconvenience
have a right to be spineless. (It as the one submitted by Paul
· to anyone. We have a lot of ground
almost makes one remember Nor- Woodburne in the April 22 issue.
to cover and unfortunately don't
For those of you who missed the
mandy or the Marshall Plan)
to see every problem as it
get
deeply
dug
Woodburne
Mr.
article,
You mentioned the Soviets. Yes,
develops.
our fine humanitarian friends from into his pocket-sized Roget's TheI know of no committee that
the Bast who took time out from saurus to" pull out powerful, multimeets on such matters like the one
their busy schedule of designing syllable phrases such as, "blatent,
at Hetzel but Jeff or anyone on
explosives to look like toys for disgusting racist, ethnocentrism,"
cam pus is free to call me on repair
Afghan children, decried our "mon- ''mantle of machismo," "Capitalist,
problems that the person feels is
strous act.'; One fifth of the Afgh- materialistic, sexist society," and
unsafe or unbearable and requires
anistan population has been wiped "individualist hedonism." AU these
immediate attention. My extension
and
American
'
describe
to
used
he
out since the Soviet invasion in
is 1695.
1979, so I'd rule ou_t the USSR as Western society.
Ron Lavoie
Boy, Mr. Woodburne, I never
God's vicar of morality. The reason
Assistant Manager
we continue to test nuclear weapons realized a citizen could feel such
Grounds and Roads
in Nevada is this: the Soviets have utter contempt for his own society.
here?
bad
so
it's
think
really
you
Do
a 308-0 advantage in "heavies" such
as i:he MIRVed SS-18, and we Come on Paul, lighten up! Consider
wanted to tesi: the impact of war- yourself lucky! In many places To the Editor:
around the world you could get
heads on dormant missles. This is
I would like to set the record
locked up for such grandiose ver- straight about Gourmet Dinners .
so we can ensure fine folks such as
the
was
It
syllables?
(enough
bosity
Mr. / Mrs Silla a long and happy life
Tuesday's letter unjustly criticized
only thing in Roget's that could be the Hotel Depa~tment and the
and first Amendment.
substituted for bulls--j.
Silla also misrepresented policy
Advanced Food and Beverage Class
And, as if his overblown adjective (who are responsible for the
on Nicaragua, stating that the
insertion were not enough to make Gourmet Dinners). The· letter left
Administrafion "is seeking to
me chuckle,. my sides hurt after out several points about the dinners,.
appropriate several billion dollars
reading Mr. W oodburne's attempt
in military aid to the contras."
First and foremost, the Gourmet
at " metaphorically" comparing the Dinners are a classroom project in
Really now, several billion dollars.
U. S. air strike in Libya to forced which the "real world" is attempted
I must ask this Silla perso n if the
sexu ah ntercourse! I have to say, to be simulated. This is not an easy
o·n ly section of the p aper he / she
Paul; that this is, .in the immortal t ask when you con s ider the class
reads is Doonesbury.
C. Silla was glad to protest the .words of "Caddyshack's" Bill Mur- has to come up with a theme, menu,
ray, " jus t a bit ha rsh." Mr. W ood- s taff, and entertainment for its
raid on Lybian terror bases. Was
burne's writing techniques and offthere any protest f~ r the f_a mily who
'restaurant" and operate it for two .

Libya ·

Grounds

•

Gourmet

obnoxious actions. As well as being a major
intrusion into the lives of those students
who chose not to participate, the disturbance
placed a tremendous burden on Area III
staff members and the Department of Public
Safety.
A common ~omplaint on college cam puses is that students are treated as children
and not as adults. This week's riot proves
once again that some college students are
not yet ready to accept the responsibilities
of adulthood, let alone proper conduct. The
'protest' was not a protest at all. ,It was used
as an excuse to run amok. Ancl a poor excuse
at that.
David Olson, Editor-in-Chief

For 'whatever it may be worth,
consecutive nights as if it had been
operating for several years. Thi.s there are an equal number of people
is accomplished by students who who are on the mailing list who are
have little it any experience in tbe not able to obtain tickets . We are
not at tempt'ing to discriminate
restaurant business.
The value and intention of the against them, but do not have the
class is to familiarize the students / capabilities to handle them . As it
witp the J:ood and Bey~rag~ aspects is, .the cl~s'"s requii:es i!,.O outrageous •
anci give th~m an opportunity to amount of time that: pushes t he .
practice and sharpen their manage- students to their limits. To demand
rial skills. The intentions are in no more from' them would be asking
'
way to p_lay politics with the too much.
In the future, I hope that t he
Univer'sity community on who to
University community does not lose
allow to attend.
Secondly, the notion of tickets sight of the fact that the Gourmet
only being available to "Friends Dinners are intended to be a
of UNH" is incorrect. The mailing classroom for hotel students. This
list is comprised of Hotel Alumni is where the value of it lies. My heart
and past attendants of Gourmet goes out to i:hose students who put
Dinners. This does include students. on these dinners. It is not an easy
There has been some controversy task to do what they do. If anyone
about how this list is updated but doesn 't believe me, I invite you t0
· it is mainly a result of mis- get involved in the next one. We
communication between the con- are always looking for help.
stantly changing members of the
Robert Grunbeck
class. It is continually updated with
General Manager
each new dinner. If one does wish
"An Evening in Venice"
to be placed on the mail~ng list, they
Fall 1985
may simply contact the hotel office
to do so. The intention of the list i:.
is to insure that the dinners are sold · - -- -- - - - - - - - - - ' " " T
out. We do not intend to "cut our
own throats' ' by limiting the
amount of tickets we will sell to
through ft and then not sell out.
.J,-

Write letters
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University Forum
Women Deserve Recognition
This article is prompted by some inaccurate
statements in last Friday's paper by Ted Conner,
Head baseball Coach. Like Ted, I've been around
;i. long time- - about the same number of years he
has,·and as the former women's basketball and tennis
coach at UNH, I must take exception to some of
his remarks.
Unknown to most people (and apparently Ted)
since we had no sports information director, the
women also were working more than 20 years to
build a program. When I began to coach, our teams
were allowed to play only 3 games .a season as a
culminating event. There was no budget, just travel
to go to those gc:!,mes which were with nearby schools
such as Plymouth or Keene. The women coached
both varsity and J .V. teams for years with no
assistant, and had to drive the van to most of the
·
games- there was no athletic trainer either.
Until Title IX came along, we played basketball
in the antiquated undersized, dimly lit New
Hampshire Hall. Fast breaks ended in fast brakes
or players were in jeopardy of smashing the walls.
The volleyball team also played in circumstances
where they could not even set the ball properly
because of the low ceilings . In other words; the
,
'
women paid their dues.
Finally in 1971 the women's budget grew tQ $4,000
and the men's was $397,000. Four years later (after
Title IX), the support budget for men was $492,000
and for women $17,000. This information comes
from the report of the Commission on Athletics
Programs, March 1976. I challenge The New
Ham:P shire to·find out how the budget breaks down
·
today.
Conner also said, "Women's sports were paid
for by U niver:·i~y funding under the assumption

that it would make money." I would hope the
University funded the women because they thought
it was right after all those years. We had to fight
tooth and nail to be allowed the use of Lundholm
Gym for our basketball games- after many years
and the adven·t of Title IX, we were allowed to play
a few games there, but had to practice at New
Hampshire Hall. The next year we were allowed
to practice and play there.
Women's ice hockey played as a club sport for
years with no funds and no practice time except
at terrible-hours, in makeshif.t equipment bought
by themselves . They even-had to fund their away
trips and food.
Conner must not haye attended any of the hockey
games I went ·to - he 'Claims only 28 or 30 people
went. My estimate woulc;l be closer to 200 or morenot a big crowd but certainly more than 28 or 30.
Had he attended the women's lacrosse game Sunday
he would have seen many more fans than usually
attend men's lacrosse or baseball.
The inequities in sports support do not exist
so much now between men's and women's sports
as they do between so called major and minor sports.
The minor sports are the Rodney Dangerfields
of the Athletic Departments- they get no respect
and no support.
For instance, the track teams at UNH have had
facilities that are so bad other schools will not
compete here . The coaches have no full-time
assistants and the large -variety of track and field
events are very difficult for one coach to manage.
Yet there are amund 150 to 175 athlets competing
in men's and women's track and the interest in
track in the New England area is phenomenal.
Ho~ev,er, gymnastics and basketball with only a

By Joyce Mills

dozen participants have two full-time coaches and
·
·
graduate assistant~ to help.
In 1975, football spent $332,000 and golf $4,000.
Football has 6 assistant coaches and thousands in
money and man hours are spent to simply maintain ·
the field their average 5 games a year are played
on.
Meanwhile the earthquake faults in the tennis
courts get wider every year, and the baseball field
ruts get deeper.
While reorganization is -in the air for academic_
departments not, reorganization of the athletic
department~ was recommended by the 12-member
athletic commission formed by President Eugene
Mills in 1976 and by President Evelyn Handler's
Master flan Commission in 1982 . Both groups
recommended that football be discontinued "because ·
of its very substantial cos t for salaries, travel,
equipment, services, medical expenses, and grantsin -aid." The report in 1976 also suggested that
an Office of Sports Programs and Facilities be form~d
that would "embrace all athletic programs and
facilities in order that coordinated oversight and
management may be achieved through its director."
Perhaps now is a good time to look at these suggestions that were ti.ever acted on in the past. . ·
Meanwhile, I don't blame Coaah Conner -for being
upset at losing his office, but at the present time, no woman coach has an off ice on the front of the
· building. I believe he should question the inequities
between major and minor sports (and so should
the women) rather than between men's and women's
~
sports.
Joyce Mills is an assistant professor in the athletic
department.
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A Boost for Rambo Politics.
enthusiasm; tolerate the use of AmerPresident Ronald Reagan is in a
ican choppers to carry the Honduran
Rambo ~like mood these days after
army into battle against the Sandinistas.
bombing the Libyans, escalating his
But they do not want to bleed i9- pursuit
rhetoric against the Nic•a raguans, _and
of Mr. Reagan's causes: And the Senate
· bringing the United States S~nate into
.
vote proves it.
camp . His ins t incts are those of an
Did not the President carry the
interventionist who wants the world ,
Senate, 53 - 47, in approving military
to realize the U.S. is no longer paralyzed
aid to the contras, for the first time
by post-Viet,nam isolationism.
since 1983? Indeed he did . Does that
If Colonel Moammar Khadafy and
not prepare the way for the mid-April
President Daniel ·orrega appear sin · turnaround of an obstreperous House
gularly unimpressed with Mr. Reagan's
that rebuffed him 222 to 210 on the
muscle-flexing, _it is not because th~y
contra aid issue? Indeed it does.
doubt that the United States can blow
Despite seeming successes, President
their regimes to kingdom-come . .It is
Reagan finds himself in charge of _a
due to their sense that the U.S.
· sorely divided ~ation on the Nicaraguan
President has not forged the broad
question. Those of his critics who react
consensus needed to bring them down.
automatically against any projection
The American people may support a
of U.S. power anywhere can be found.
low-risk strike against the world's
Those itching for a fight are with him,
number one terrorist and, with less

By Sonia Schmitt
but he has yet to win control of the
middle ground.
, Many Americans who loath Khadafybrand terrorism and want to contain
the Sandinista cancer find themselves
put off by Mr. Reagan's way of operating. They dislike the McCarthyism
implicit in the insinuation that anyone
against administration policy in Central
America is, by definition, an acolyte
of Mr. Ortega. They are disturbed by
a tendency to distort and to dissemble
for the purpose of manipulating public
opinion. Most importantly, they are
put off by the crudeness, the anti "intellectualism, and the complete
disregard for foreign opinion that is
so evident in the implementation of
· policy. ·
The President had to settle for a
narrow victory margin in _the Senate

because important middle -roaders ,
would n9t go along with him. That is
why he can win in the House only by
making concessions to middle-roaders
who probably expect, with some justification, that he will ignore their
caveats.
All this sums up to shortcomings
in l(:adership that are troubling. Mr.
Reagan is the most popular of Presidents. He leads a people who share
his objectives. Yet there is an air of·
jingoistic daring-do about this administration, a lack of prudence that
undercuts the confidence the nation
ought to feel about the conduct of
foreign policy. Go gettem' Rambo. And
this time don't leave any_survivors.
Sonia Schmitt is the new forum edito
for The New Hampshire.
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UN H Boo kst ore

~.Sp rin g Sale--........_
Selected Clo thin g 20-40% off
Selected Com pute r Boo ks 50-7 0% off
_Beach Tow els 20%- off
Clbs eout price s on selec ted
· supp lies, dorm ·roorri fremS, portf olios ..
· Whe n: Mon day, Apr il 28th_thru
Frida y, May 2nd
Where: ·UNH Book store Hew itt Hall ·
Outd oors ""

~eath er

Perm ittip g

INTERNATIONAL

FRIDAY, MAY-2

11 AM to 5 PM

IN FRON T OF SMITH HALL
ENTE RTAI NMEN T SCHEDULE
. 11 -11:45
11:45-12
12-12:30
12:30-12:50
12:50-1:05
1:05-1:15 _
· 1:15-1:25

1:25 -2:10

JAH _Spirit ·Reggae Band
, Strollin g Bagpip er
Scottish Dancers
UNH Shotoka n Karate Club
Strollin g Bagpip er
Malaysi an Magic
Bellyda ncing

2: 10-2:"35
2:45 -3:05
3:10-3:15
3: 15-4:00
;i:00-4:15 .
4: 15-5:00

1

Mexica n Guadala jara
Mariach i Band
UNH Dance Theater Co.
Portsm outh Judo Club
,
Now Sound Express
Band •
PARAD ISE Steel Drum
Now Sound Express
PARAD ISE Steel Drum Band ,

UNH'S SPECTACULAR CULTURAL EVENT .

.

Sponso red by: Smith Hall Interna tiona-1 C~nter , PFO, Dep't of Resii.Life, DOSO , Studen t Activities Office, Preside nt's Office, Pro~ram for Int'l Pe·rspec_tives : .
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Arts & Features
UNH professor computerizes the classics
By Cathy McCarron
.J
Does the future of classical
mµsic behold a pile of thrown
out Steinways and obsolete
Sttativarius'? Not likely. But
the computer music of Professor
John Rogers is enough to make
traditional music makers a little
nervous.
Yesterday's so called "NonConcert" at 'the Paul Cr·eative
Arts Center provided a unique
way to spend your lunch hour. B:rowsing through the nouveaux
art 'in the gallery while surrounded by electronic bleeps and
blips; a surrealistic sensation.
The program, consisting of
several of John Rogers' own
pieces as well as two contemporary jazz pieces, progressed
chronologically from the obs.:
cur·e, dissonant works of the
eatly seventies to a piece nearly
p-er_fectly copying a piano, composed in 1985.
''-The future for electronic
iri.u_sic looks very rosy," says
Rogers. But the genre of electronic music is not as new as one
would think, he explains. ·
__ :'It ( electronic music) dates
back to the ~ar..l}d'J00's," Rogers
. said. He goes'~oJJHQ tell of people
Hke::ThaddditisCahill and other
:A:rn·eric.ans who manipulated
UNH professor John Rogers (lower left photo) brought his computerized music to the Paul Creative Arts· gallery (Cindy Rich
elep:ricity to use in their musk
;< 'I;he priµiitive forms ·of elec- photo).'
f.t.1r9;fo. ic m~s.i cg~ye way _to com- puters _do _is amazing. Through
Though computers are not and Stravinsky. But according unfominate considering UN H
puterized mus.ic, a field in which ' programming, the composer quite technically advanced -to Rogers, classical ,musicians - has the longest continuou_sly
Rogers himself is a pioneer: But can synthetically _reproduce enough to emulate a full orches- have always had ' an ambivalent running computer music studio
not until 1963 did computer musical sounds very close to the · tra, their music is coµimercially attitude towards computer mus- .on the east coast and competes
music actually evolve.
.
real thing. The highlight <;>f very successful. From the basic ic. "But they certainly consider only with Stanford for the
It was an expensive prospect yesterday's prograrp occurred synthesizers that many bands it a legitimate field," said Rog- longest in the nation.
to get off the ground. "Back when Rogers actually produced use to computers like th_e Ya- ers.
Rogers has been .involved in
Most students now are inter-· computer musk for nearly 25 ·
then, a machine that would do the sound of a female voice.
maha DX7 which "serious"
anything at all ml!sically cost
After studying · a faculty composers like Rogers use, ested in the popular, synthesizer years, and continues to compose
between two and three million member's singing voice, Rogers, there is a wide market for this end of computer music, but .few prolifically. Rogers an_d the rest
take courses, noted Rogers;.ln of the computer music world
dollars," Rogers said. Now an through a mathematic.al process music.
excellent computer costs some- called "linear predictive cocling," .
Rogers specializes in pieces fact only about 10 students a year._ are pioneers for a new. concept
where around $10,000. ,
created a voice quite similar to based on the work of classic-al actually take courses concerning in ·sound.
Just exactly what these com- that of his subject. '
composers such as Schoenberg computerized music. Thi~ i~
ase
uinptruc w o pac e
The fact .of the matter is, energetic as its flip counterpart, I
their bags and traveled down
Tommy Keene isn't popular at ".As Life Goes By".
lhe Easte-~n Se~~r~ to recon-.
"My Mother Looked Like
all, and there'. s a reason for that.
struct the hlM!i1i6'pmg to reap
He has no gimmick, no schtick, Marilyn Monroe" isn't nearly
fame, fortune, and a slice of the
. no appeal other than the fact as avant garde as one would
ever elusive American Dream.
that he's a be-tter sin- expect;· this song holds water
As ·with so many others in
ger/songwriter thari any of the as well as it ought to.
search of the big break, such as
"Kill Your Sons" is perhaps
dopes loitering in the current
Boston's Side Streets, the r9ad
top 10. But Americans don't buy _the heaviest Song on the record,
led to the Drive-In in Winston
but "Paper Words and Lies" and
that.
Salem, NC, home and recording
Tommy Keene's latest release "Astronomy" are huge stanstudio of (gasp!) Mitch Easter.
is called Songs From The Film, douts, t_his is Tommy at his
What better -place to carve out
the "Film" itself never identi- finest.
you·r piece of the pie than the
Sure, the two tunes are def- Dumptruck
fied,
perhaps we are to assume
hotbed kitchen ·of American
ToR.1my Keene
a mindful concept. Well, if this initely wimpy, but th~ cheery Positively Dumptruck
rock.
Songs From The Fil'!'
is the case, then the only crit- melodies are so virtuous that
Positively Dumptruck, proGeffen Records
Bigtime
Records
icism one can make regarding · even the most .self-conscious
duced by the· illustrious DQn
by Ric Dube
By Arthur Lizie ·
Songs From ·The Film is that have to smile and enjoy.
Dixon (R.E.M.}, is an album
Keene is a likable bloke,
The biggest word in - the the suggestion isn't loud
This is the rock sound of the which displays much of the
.innocent in appearence, and eiJ?hties. People flock from near · band's potential, but it just
language of music is "Pop." If enough.
That's ·okay, though. Pro- representative of his music. Boy- and far, high and low; and all doesn't rock enough. The band
it isn't the biggest, it certainly
has · the longest definition. Did duced by Geoff Emerick (Elvis next-door comparison aside, places in between to become a seems to have lost some of their'
Bill Haley define it? Did The Costello, Nick Heyward), the he's ... well, wimpy, but it's an part of it. It's hip. It's in. It's power which formerly reBeatles perfect it? Did The twelve songs here shimmer with amiable appeal. His current now. It's American rock.
sounded throughout their songs.
It's not Springs_teen and his D is for Dumptruck, their debut
Rolling Stones refine it? No- cl~rity and 'p erfection, and al- -hand is more than able, Doug
body can say for sure. Obviously, though innovation ha_s taken Tull on drums, Billy Connely seven singles, it's better than album, contained much more
all of these artists were mon- a backseat, conventionalism oo guitar, and Ted Nicely play- that. It is an actual grass roots of the punch that the band is
strously popular at .one time or never sounded so good. Keene ing bass. The wacky hijinks have movement, not a prefabricat~d known for in their live set.
another, but "pop" isn't al~ays has proved on his previous two a pleasing sound, creditable. to dream of Madison Avenue and
The band consists of Kirk
'popular".
records, Back Again (Try) anq Emerick' s production jol>, which MTC. Of co_urse, the acwrs Swan and Seth Tiven sharing;
"Take Tommy Keene, for Places That Are Gone, that he is closer to his work on Nick continually change, but the both lead vocals and guitar
instance. A multi-faceted artist, has a special talent for taking Heyward' s North Of a Miracle script and the music are essen- chores. Steve Michner throbing
he plays guitar, piano, key- what is already there and mak- then Elvis Costello's Imperial tially the same: Listen to Hank . along on· bass and the adequate
boards, percussion, and sings. ing it all seem fresh and likable Bedroom.
Williams and the Byrds, pick Shawn Devlin on drums ·round
Songs From The✓ Film' by · up some guitars and yoti're out the quartet. Both Swan and
·
.He writes smart, tight, catchy -again.
tunes that stick with you and
The songs run the full gamut Tommy Keene is a pleasing pop almost there. Travel to one of Tiven alternate on the songwpounds away at your brain. Elvis · of mood and feeling, without alternative for anyone wh-0 may the cool music centers of Amer- riting duties.
Costello wrote songs like that losing a sense of direction for currently have their mihdjp the ica and you've got your foot - in,
,
·
too and look what happened to the whole .package. The driving c;ommerdal gutter. Buy this the door. ·
hiin. .
.
"In Our ·Lives" is as cheery and . album.
, In this case it ·is the Boston .. . DUMETRUCK, pageA6 ;
.
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Typical of many digital converts, since buying his Sony .CD
player - "It's not K - Mart
quality"-Howes hasn't bought ·
a .single album, though he feels
-he is buying just as much music
as he did when he had his
turntable.
Obviously, buying a CD player
esn't mean abandon"ing one's
cord co-llection, but it does
ake one realize how much
usic you've been missing. C
Apparently, so have a lot of Pelc
her people. Last year, by _a Ma
dustry estimates, over 500,000 out,
-· D players were sold. Consid- wit
. ring that there are about 80
- -miflionturntables in the U.S.,
this figure might seem inconsequential, but it does strongly

tio··
or Jess··ejaculati ._
Waterford crys
for you.
What is this CD thing any way, and am I important enough
to have one? Well, too bad, you
have no choice in the matter.
That descision has already been
made for you b'y hordes of
Japanese businesmen politely
soaking you out of billions of
yen.
With sales rocketing over the
,15 million dollar mark in 1985,
····
ave proved themselves
❖J1ottest-selling items
· _et since Dominos
siop-for men.
the Luxman
a pair ·of
speakers,
-,_nger and
" ed one
· n shop .
s she Compact discs are quickly becoming the fashion in recorded music (Jon Ekstrom photo).
f the

James," an
lections like
and "James
Pink Panth
Titles lik
off the C

••

i

re's
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ved?
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within
your grasp, listen ugf 'cause
we're only-going to saw;;ihis once.
CD means CompaqtJDisc, n'fJtcervical diaphrag.rn, cash deferral or cheese <!tP· A compact
disc means m_,}t-Sk, and lots of

~,~~~iigff:~1

· off rather than dare return to
the imprisoning realm of vinyt
which once ignorant_l
·
them in its archai
·•
A Compact _
4¾-inch m~.t4f
coated wjgn· a'. shiny li(!surface .iiti.t enables the :
gaze ~~ttfhemselves for u
miqtj,lies. Apart from s

CD or obviously, the laser.
Imagine, no more trudging _.· ·
resignedly into Hi -End Hi:. .,
to drop $50 on a cartridg _<
will wear out in a year ·
are no pops, scratc
or whatever to irrit ·
can literally eat
some do) witho pristine quality,;
Ah yes, tho ·
at the begi __ -·
"Symphony
come to lif
hear Mauri crackling a _
acoupleo
a more po
liftoff at t
pelin's ·_·s

1n fact, many of these blueie bimbos working at Radio
· -__ ks across the country are
· ·. {fled than ever. at the
- .urn of events. The
-. - try has created a .,
_as turned upon
· .w ith specs and
· nd their wild-

it.
_ntly there are
Co111-p act Disc p
be ·purchased fo
. Among them, S
echnics and Pion
ran~e models.

t

_ ot your CD
ncongrously
X ·stereo ExMonster Cables
michi 8 head pol-

'

'

~i~~i;~:::~~:~~
ly. In s and

The authors Qj this article wish ·
t_o thank High Fidelity Magazine, Stereo Review Magazine,
Time Magazine and The New
York Times for their sources
and iriformation.

· ouMPTRUCK

~~-~~sfu:t;~o~~~gt~~·:
~1.fa shockingly nouveau _ _
.;~;i' Unlike all conventi-◊na ·
@,

CDs are a
· emselves . at doesn't
oon~rock
·- hemical
· t doesn't
s are so
oint that
, and play
rough the
._ he Merit
and in fact

. n.

riew market, selection .'
. is limited, de-rhand is . rab-id and
CD factories are further backlogged than Durham House of
Pizza on a Saturday night.
In conclusion, one might say
that owning a CD is like owning
a puppy.-After all, you wouldn't
feed your puppy dog food, you'd
feed him Puppy Chow. And you
certainly wouldn't feed your
shiny, new CD player Motley
Crue or Dio. In light of this, one
realizes that the sophisticated
format of CD's might perhaps
lead one to develop more so phistiqted tastes -baked brie,
stuffed lobster, Moet et Chandon, Bulgar caviar and fresh
Dunkin Muchkins.
Then again, the experience
has often been compared to
groping blindly through the
back cages of Pets Plus in a large,
dismal and foul -smelling mall,
searching for a Beagle and being
confronted by a madly yapping
Lhasa Apso.

Tim "Bi
o(Hubbar
better than
stereo."
Howes ag
pl ayer mig
increased sa

• why not buy the Sa · confused consumer
save sqme big bucks?"
t Fripp might say, "it's
n of quality." A compac ..•.• c player's design, conapd.. ·str:.u ctlbn, and features are all
a or varTalJ'ies that can ·influence its
its· soutiB. If the player is poorly
·o~ .P¼f co,l.~rnic~ed, (i:e. _per~aps_if the
at andi#ki
carnage d1dn t slide rn and
properly in the player's

(continued from page 15)
·
,,.. ·he iP's most interesting
hijinks ot its psychadelic lean-· song is "Ethnics" which includes · ings.
a minor foray into t~e loony
The only bor_ing song of the
antics of Frippertrontcs.
set is "Winter", which, luckily,
· On "Back Where I Belong", is not a cover of the George
the guitar also slips into a partial Winston song, but a quiet,
study of Mt. Fripp.,d uring the - emotional number which rocks
carefully crafted, but a might . a little but is too uninteresting
too lengthy, pop ditty. This is to pay attention fO.
not to say that Dumptruck
On stage, Dumptruck are
sounds like King Crimson or supposedly great (and probably
an incarnation of Fripp, just the within MUSO's price range:
guitar is similar. -·
take this as a hint). A live show
"Autumn Light"; in spite of or the first album would probits repetitive nature, weaves a ably be a better introduction to
pleasurable flow with its twin the oand, but there is :,till no
guitar attack and the wacky ·r~ason to avoid this record.
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Coffeel1ouse
An Entertainment Alternative
Presents
.

Sat., April 26th

I

180 Main St.

Country Blues Quartet
Mandoli n, Guitar,
Fiddle & Harmon ica
-Upcoming EventUNH Music Festival
Sunday May 4th noon-5:30

Free Admissions ·
Refreshments sold
'
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•The trend in ice·cream ia TAST~
(go for the designer flavors)

I§

Expand your knowledge and awar.eness
in the areas of alcohol/ drugs, se~ua_lity,
or stress by becoming a PEER_HE,ALTH
EDUCATOR through the Health Education
Center/Healt h Services

I
I
I§

Attend an interest session

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

. May I, 12:45, Merrimack Room MOB
or·contact the Health Education Center,
3283-.

§§
§
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·-A number of .positions are a~ailabl~
for Fall '86 employment. .
Starting salary is $4.05. per hour,
. Work/Study preferred. · ·
••

.

•

••
••

•
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BECOME A STATISTIC!

•

.

'

•
••
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··············· ··············· ··············· ·········-·

j

§
§

•Applicati ons may be picked up at:
••the Off ice of Student Activities , :
:Room 322, MUB~
•

•Pickle i& an ice cream flavor! (this is due, of coµrse, to the psychological
· impact of Oscar the Grouch on
the young)

II

T·he Office of Student Activities _
is -seeking highly responsible,
dedicated students to work as

• The averag• AmerlQII eata-15 qta. of i.
ice cream per !JArl
: •
-(is ice cream: soon to become the "official". : ·
deuert of the u.s~?)
·:
. •Vanilla is three time1 u populilr u
·chocolate!

§
§
§
§
§
§

*Earn academic credit?

·

••
•
•••
••
•••
•
•••

I§

*Gain valuable experience for grad
sch_o ol· or employment ? ·

I

DID.YO U KNOW? .....

· j

*Help promote health awaren~ss
to other students?

tllOtar1uo ~ :
I
with thia coupon
I
···--•--9!9•--~..-----~

-0 ·

i•

01SCOUNT l ~

: ~

· f'\lt)
•

10¢

.

....___

I

I

..•.........~.~······················~
,____ \~············~·-----·~-··..

§is
§
§
§
' §s
§

Would you like
. A unique opportunity to ...

~

... Fun~ed by PFO . ·

-
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:Dea_d line for applicatio ns:
: W ednes-d ay, April 30
.

•

•

·········· ·········· ·········· ····~
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~TRAVEL _,, - ,_

MICS

(continued from page I)

·bY Jim Davis

GARFIELD®
I 5HALL NOW MEPITATE
IN ORPERTO ENRICH MC.,, LIFE

TMERE IC:> NOTHING- LIKE.

MEDITATION TO GET INTOUCH
WITH ONE'S SELF=

~ SELF••• IF t.y>OU PON'i c;f, OLJi
Of THl5 5TLJPID P0'5ITION IN
ABOUT THREE 5ECOND!>,'r'OOR
KNE£CAP5 ARE GOINGTO FALL OFF!

Doones~ury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
H6'5 8eEN ON 7HAT ZOM8/c
PA$TE.FOR IA/EEKS, 7H{)(JGH.

NAtfl. Hc'S

Sf/U. PfleTTY
WTOFff.

ITU. PROBA/Jl.Y 8E 50Mc

y

TIM68EFORJ; HE '-.
REAU.Y SHAl<e517_

\ /4;-

~

WfJJ.. /

[)/STURBW!

1£15 Jf!9T P/6

7HING5 MCK 1l:lf£1He'R ...
5Hf)R€ flP 1HE FKI/Me-

SHOE -

.

7RYTO.
REMEMBER,
SIR! IAIE IAJS<e

I

OON
YOU

PEEPLY IN
I

by Berke Bre~thed

IN fffeRE... Ctl/Mf-

~~l{\\

He ISN'T 1D BE, "--=i_

BLOOM COUNTY

"~'<!l.

IA/HATHe ReAUY NE/3/?S NOIA/
· /SA GOOP NIGHT OF Zs. I
JVST lJ3FT STRICT OROERS

NVl(5€ .. .

\

,.C--- _·_
\..3!~~:.

.

,1

,

•PISTACHIO'S•
(continued from page 2)

Fe1CHMt
11 ../J(/tJ'~ .. .

\

By JEFF MacNELLY
WMAT~ AU..
11-te. OlE~1~6
Ae;OlJT?

for busin~ss are still' going."
According to Lindsay, information the agency receives from ,the State Department asks
Americans to avoid travel in
Libya. "This advisory has been ·
in effect for months," Lindsay
said. Americans bq_oking over- ·
seas fli-ghts aie staying away ·
· from "flagship carriers." These
are planes with a visible American Hag insignia on the tail.
"These planes are perceived to ·
be conspicuous and make Amer- ·
icans stand out as targets."
- Lindsay said. ·
Next fa11 Lynn Mellor, a
. junior, hopes to spend a semester in London, England. "It'.s
hard to make a decision now,"
Mellor said. "People say the
situation may get worse over
time, but it may get better. I have
to put money down now. I really
can't wait to see if things will
get better."
Another factor in Mellor's ,
decision is the fear of being
caught overseas in the event of
· a war or other political action .
. · "England is supposeq to be ·
· pretty safe," she said, "but I
·don't want to be a target.':
For graduation, Bonnie ·
Stiller's parents gave her a tour
of_. eight European countries, .,
induding Switzerland, Italy and
France. After discussing the trip ·
iQ light ·of recent world events,
Stiller has decided to cancel,
·- -: partly to give her family peace
ofniind. ''Once I was over there;
· a·nyth_ing could happen," Stiller :-,said,:/ '-I :can't help thinking that ,:c
my ·p a-rents would worry. I ,•:
,_,
woul.4~J have as much fun.''
· ,-c:,".._'\.,s f rnrerdw'.0:uld have traveled '.\1''
'.' w·i th ~"l~rge group of Aineritan · students. She said she was •afraid
of the negative attention they _
might attract. She is planning
an alternative' vacation, possibly
to Mexico. Stiller said she was
disappointed about cancelling
the tour but thinks she -made
the right decision. ''.Now isn't
the right time to go."

, "I sugge~ted -the change in ·
cups," says Fiorenza, who states
that 'it is now easier to measure
out the different ·sizes with the
new developm(!pt. ·
,This is not t9 s~y that their
-roles are not without the excitement and glamour we come to
expect from Super Scoopers. In
fact, Small says after thanking
a . patron for his service, a
member of Sigma Phi Epsilon
asked her out to the pledge
dance after. he purchased an ice
cream cone.
Although she refused the
invitation, you can take comfort
in knowing that at least the
fraternity brother had the pleasure of a Pistachio's ice cream,
and friendly service from the
Super Scoopers.

Bulimia and
Singeing
Food and
Weight Control
problems
Stephen

J. Little M. Ed

603-430-8881
Specialized treatment of
Eating Disorders
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1986

Studen t .Art AssoCiafiOit . .
Spring sh~w

--~~~-----------------------------

'

.

Granite State ,Room·

.

; ---

~,

Memorial Union Building
University of New Har:npshite
Jurors:
Painter. James Aponovich
Painter. Quint-Rose

r -

.-i--·~ ---------- --~------- ---------- -·

Yor: are cordial(1' inz ·ited to rhe opening reception on
1

Mondm{ April 28 from 5 to 8prn
Au ard~ U'il! be preser~ied at 6 pm
1
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AM -1 IN A >:BAT-T_
E:R.l:N:G·-_-:~ - ---RE-L-A TION::S-H:fP?\:_ ·:,-·
YES, you may be a BATTERED WOMAN
1f you:

·

.

-

_

- are frigh tened of your partne1:·-s fein~er. ·
.:___ are often complian t because yo u are afr ai d to hurt your
partner's feelings or are, afraid of ,your partner's anger
- J1·ave _the ·urge _ tq "•rescue·" you partner when your partner
· is troubled .
· ·
·
- find yourself api)logizing to ymirsel_f orto others for your
_
partner's_behavio r when you are treated badly - have been hit, kicked, shoved or had things ·thrqwn at yo u
_ by your _partner when he or she was jealoqs or angry
- make decisions abou t activities a·nd friends a.c cording to
what your partner wants or h<)W yo,u r partner will react
- drink heav1!y or use drugs

YES, you may be a BATTERER if you:
- are very jealous
- sulk silently when upset
- have an explosive temper
- criticize and put down your partner a lot
- have difficulty expressing feelings ·
·
- drink heavily or use drugs
__:_believe that it is: the male r~le to be in charge,, or have
. contempt for womeri
.
·
.. .
- are protective of ·your partner to the point of controlling
-control your parther's ·behavior; money, 'and decisions
- have broken things., thrown things at your partner, hit,
shoved or kicked your partner when angry

FOR HELP CALL: ·
- "A SAFE PLACE'' 436-7924 .
or c ·ou.nseHng ·a·~d Testir.,g·862-20'64 --

Fall 1986-87
:•··-New Course

·TELEPH ONE .TAPELIN E
a service provided by
Counseling & Testing Center
and Cool Aid

.
"'""';:,&~~"f~~~~~- ,.~ c2~;;:.
Ph i Io s. 7 2 5 : Ph i Io sop h y of the Socia I ~
·
Sciences
_(Prerequisite: background either in a soda/ science or
· ·
in philosophy)
.

.

Topics covered: (dependingon student interests)
Empirical met-hod and/or intuition
.c; au sa { exp Ian at ion and/vs. pa rt ici pant ob-s er vat ion.,
versteben., and hermeneutics
Critical Theory: Habermas
Structuralism: Foucault ·
Historicism & Historical relativism

Rationality and anthropological relativism
Sociology of Knowledge
·
Kuhn-'s Scientific Revolutions and social science
Tuesday., 'rhursday: 2-3:30
.
Va/Dusek

Are you feeling the effects of academic pressures?
Are you _feeling anxious and stressed out? •Do you
find yourself unable to meet academic and personal
commitments?
If you answered yes to any of the above questions,
maybe COOL-AID TAPELINE can help you.
Dial 862-3554 any night fr~m 6:00-12:00 pm and
a Cool-Aid member will answer the phone. Select
tape 30 whlch discusses Anxiety, tape 33 which gives ·
advice on handling fears, tape_38 which discusses
coping with stress or tape 37 which explains relaxation
techniques. The tapes run about 6 minutes. If .you
?ave any questions, d_o_n't hang up when the tape
ts over, and a Cool-aid member will come back on
the line-~
·
·

I • '.
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TOURNAMENT FOB EASTER
SEALS
Saturday, May 3 ,beginning at 9:30
am on the front lawn of SAE
Trophies for the winners of the competition
T-shirts for _teams that donate $35 or more
Aregistration lee of $15 per team
Further information call 868~9831 or 8&8-2089
A PFO FUNDED EVENT
. i
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FRESHMEN AND SO PHO MORES! ,

.~
( :,;;

5

.

.';fit/ ,,"· \

Pre~erve your college
memories with a
1986 Granite Yearbook

..,,.

The number of subscriptions
available is limited, so hurry
to rm. 125 of the MUB now
and reserve your copy.

ONLY $5!!!
(1985's.still available for $5)
111111 .. 111 ..m1111 ..111 .... i..111111 .. 111 ..111111•111 ....................11111111.. 111111111....................... u .. 111111111111111111111111111 ......... 111 ..... m•mm111111111 .... 111111 .......... 111 .. 111111111 ...... i111111111111111111111 .. 111111111111 .. 111111111111111 .. 111 .... 111111111111111~
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CLASSIFIED
\. Apartments for Rent
L ·----

-- --··"-····-···-· - - ·-

Summer housing in Dur ham- 6-peron
male/female house, 10 min. wlak from
campus partially furnished, washer/ dryer,
sundeck. $175/mo./person double room, ·
$200 month single, uNlites included . 8681919 or 862-1165 for further information.

HOUSING

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

"Cocaine" lines ar, e ri'ow forming to sublet
1
(59) at the Coops. Reason being is we're
only asking $1 QO per person a mor1th!! Can
fit 4 comfortably. Don't be stuck in Dover
this summer!! Cal+ Chris/Dan at 86_8-2562
or Jim·862-4388

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early
for good summer painters. $5-7 /hour.
Apprenticeship program-we'll train you.
College Pm Painters-the organized students, 1-800-346-4649.

1981 Chevette, 4 door, automatic, AM-FM
Cassette, 80,000 miles. $1,900 call 7420331 evenings

1981 Honda Silverwing Interstate 500 cc
full dress tourer AM/FM cassette stereo
$1600 or B.O. Also Motorcycle helmet New
Arthur Fulmerfull face size small asking
$60 Call 742-4945 or 862-3446.

Summer Sublet: May 25th to Aug. 5th Three
(possibly four) bedrooms, furnished, 2,2
miles to UNH on Kari-Van route, quiet and
comfortable, $51 Olmo. Must see- call
Kevin or FRancoise
7.42-7,135
.

4 bedrooms, living rnom, ~itchen and bath.
Centrally locate·e in,.Dover. $640 per month .
includes heat~least required, no pets. Call
..: Durham- Summer housing available. Se742- 790a betw~en 7 and 9 p.m.
, conds from campus above Pettee Brook
"Beautiful summer sublet in the heart of
Market. Looking for either one or two
Dover. 3 bedrooms, kitchen, living room,
females. $150.00 a month. Call AMy at 868dining room, full bath. Hard wood floors,
9979
newly rennovated Victorian duplex, of-fSummer Subleters: BEST DEAL IN DURstreet parking on Kari-Van route. Call Carrie
HAM! 2 people/$125 each. Available 5/23
.or Christine at 749-2587. Very inexpensive!
to Sept. Fully furnished. Rooms are single
SUBLETTERS: Are you planning to spend
for 6 weeks call Helen 868-6049
~un filled sbr.nmer1 in Durham? Well it can
Summer Sublet avaiable in Durham: 1
be even more fUFl if you spena it with us.
Female needed t o share residential area
We have an' ador~ble 'summer home
apartment with
others. $100/month.
.ayailable, complete with spacious rooms,
Please call 868-6128
2 car garage, and yes-even a front porchSummer rental for the months of July and
Al I for a VERY reasonable price. Please
August; possioly maybe made available
contact Dianna at 4227 or Jen at 4226 for
sooner. Only 3 yr old and like new, clean,
· more information.
sunny, 2BR/2pers apt about 2 mi fr~m
S.ummer Sublet: Anxiously looking for
campus in Lee. Fully furnished, carpeted.
4persons to sublet' hous_
e in Durham (Davis . Has a bay window LR. Full bath and
Court) Rent $155/mo.. plus utilities (Ne- . complete kitchen area. Summer , rent
gotiable!!) Prefer nonsmokers. 3 bedrooms,
reduced to $400 / mo. Pets neg. 1 ch•ild
.furn ished, sublet Juqe-September. Please
possible. Non-smekern PRE.F. Lease and
call 868-5350. Ask for Cheryl or Suzy. We'd
security deposit. Call Gale 659-5932
love to hear from you.
Summar Sublet-4 people needed (prefer
Female Roommate Needed for Summer- . female) to sublet large 2 bedroom apartApartment in purham-Single room Availment with -balcony irl Durham at Davis
able Call Kathy at 862-4142 for details
· Court. $150 per month, furnished, av?ilable
J~ne 1 through August. For information;
Summer Sublet: May 25th to Aug. 5th. Three
(possibly four) bedrooms, furnished, 2.2
call Lori 868-5461
miles to UNH on Kari-Van route, quiet &
SUMMER HOUSING-centrally located ori
cp(T)fortable, $51 Olmo. Must see-call Kevin
campus in Durham. All rooms are furnished,
or Francoise at 7 42-7135.
have been recently renovat.e d, and are

at

'a

3

Summer Sublets Needed: 3 rooms availa.ble
in newly renovated 8 bedroom house.
Includes dishwasher and inground pool.
On Kari-Van route in Dover. 200/month- '
. ali utilities included except electricity. Call
c.,,. · ,,._,it
- a.6,8-t;,~;Hf;
O ,;,

. - , .,....,.

Looking" for a Great·Ap,artment? 4 bedroo!Tls, Huge living room, porch, parking
for 3 or 4, Right on K-Nan route(Oover, ·Rt
fo8 near New BK) 5 miles ,f rom campus.
:_$760/month (ner;iotiable) Top 2 floors of
3 stony house. Cati Ed @ 7 42 -5548
Two summer sublets needed·. Fem'at.es.
RED Towers #4, Large living room, 2
bedrooms, 1 bath. For more information
. call Kim and Aileen! 868-1857

':'

availabale to both mate and female student~. Rent is $20/week/person for most
rooms with all utilities included. Vacancies
are available in single, double, triple or
quad occupancy . Limitied parking is
available. Please call for more info at 8689637 and ask for Dave
Summer Sublet, 2 bdroms, kitchen, located
in Coops. Lnterested? Call 868-9854 or
862-4484 and ask for Lisa, Katie, or Jenna.
PRIVACY & COMFORT in exchange for
rent and part. time baby-sitting. One bedroom apt: iin private home. Available
summer/fall. Friendly, quiet neighborhood.
7 W Concord St. Dover. $225/ma.. plus
uti.lities. Call Leo or Pam 749-0673.

Summ:r Sublet- 3 people needed: Apart-Summer Sublet-3 people needed . Apartment located at Davis Court. $135/month.
ment located at D~vis Couf!...,,$135 month.
Large living room and kitchen and fireplace!
Large living room and kitchen arid fireplace!
Parking available. 5 minute walk to campus.
Parking available. 5 minute walk to campus.
Call 868-1543· ask for Mary or Marybeth.
Call 868-1543, ask for Mary or Marybeth
Durham-Furnished single rooms w,m bath
Ava'itable fall 1986- large private room
available for female students only. Available . and complete board in faculty home, corner
for 1986--87 academic year. 'Private enof Madbury and Edgewood, female non
trance. Ten minute walk from t-Hall. $900 · smoker! $600, p~r sel'T}ester plus twelve
per ·semester, including utilities. Call 868 - ' ' hours of weekly.baby sifting :intellifent fo'ur
'
·2217 after 4 pm ,
year old. Flexible s~hedu_ale. Piano available. Call 868-5669 forir:,formation.
.,f 1 Room for Summer: in 3 room · apt.
'( Newmarket) Potential for fall option for ·

Wanted: Experienced LifeGuard- Swimming Instructor. for private -club ·in Franconia, N.H. Must be certified - Mid June
to Labor Day season. Housing available.
Contact Chuck 664-2783 or SGB, PO Box
24, Littleton, N.H. 03561
People to Landscape. Start now part-time
Full time summer work in Durham Area.
Flexible hours for qualified people. Pay
· commensurate with previous employment
experience call 659-5746 ask for Tom
ADOPTION: Childless couple seeking to
adopt; nurse/lawyer; wish to share our love
with your chi'ld; willing to meet w / birth
mother, counseling, attorney and all medical expenses provided. Please call our
att()rney, Michael R. Chamberlain, 622.3784
Educational Talent Search, an on-campus
program helping disadv~ntaged students
with college plans, has a summer WORK
STUDY position open. Job involves office
responsibilities· including contacting colleges and students. 5/26/86-7 /31 /86,
Mon-Thurs. 8-4:30, $4.00 / hour. Contact
Carolyn at 862-1562 ~
Wanted-In exchange for room and _
b oard
.for Fall '86; female student with experience
in dealing with handicapped people; to be
companion to 25 yr. old autistic girl. If
interested, please call 868-2863
WANTED:Student (girl) to spend Saturdays
(11 A.'M. to 5 P.M .) with older (25) autistic
girl; $6.00 / hr; only -those with experience
with handicapped need apply

2

WANTED: stud.e nts to live and work full
time at the DAIRY BARN beginning 5/21.
Require some experience and a desire to .
work with dairy cattle. Contact Paul at 8621027. Also interested in students for next
fall.
MUB Vendor Intern-A student to administer
the MUB Vendor Program during the 8687 academic _year. Will° schedule vendors,
collect fees, oversee individuals who sell
goods in the MUB. Flexible hrs, $3.65/hr,
apprQx. 8 hrs/wk. P'ick up an application
in Rm 126 MUB. Deadline is Wednesday
April 30. Call 862-1001 for more •informa-

~n.

.

Summer Help Needed Grocery carriage
:ma,intanence -compa'ny needs 2 people .
Mon-Fri (some tong days) 30-40 hrs.
Welding experience helpful but will train .
Pay negotiable 7 49~4630 Nancy
Wanted : Manager for Popular Sandwich
Shop at Hampton Beach. WSBE gradundergrad preferred. Must have management expr. 300.00 to 400.00 weekly. D.O.E.
and Bonus. June 1st to Sept. 3rd. Send
resume to P.O. Box 226 Rye Beach, N.H.
08871

For Sale: 20 19" color TV's, ·all serviced
and in excellent working condition~ Motel
used. Save and pick one up now. $125.00
Call Joe or Wally 868-5867 .
Honda Aero 80 Scooter- Great summer
fun- Seats two, gets 90-1 qo mpg. and goes
42 mph on the average- 950 miles. Let the
wind ·toussel your·. sun streaked coiffure
and have a bla~t getting to your destinationAsking $550 or best offer. Call 7 42-2569
Katie.
1973 Toyota Corona Deluxe. Good condition 4 door beige, AM/FM radio, snow
tires. Very little rust. $600 or best offer.
Call 431-6816 before 10 p.m.
Scuba gear- excellent condition. Mostly
woman's gear including USO suit, Sherwood regulator, D_a cor p and d gauge,
Seatec BCD, weights, mittens, etc ... MUST
SELL! Will negociate. Call Maria 862-4499
or 868-9795 room 207

1979 Jeep CJ 5 oversized tires, rear seat,
new shocks, starker ad top $2300. Also
1972 CB 750 Honda motorcycle Good older
Bike$500 firm.
1975 SAAB Excellent Condition. Only 500
M,I on rebuilt engine. New cooling. system
· and many other new parts. Restored body. ·
$2400 862-3144 or 431-3211
Honda Aero 80 Scooter-Great Summer
fun-seats two, gets 90-100 mpg and goes
42 mph on the average-950 miles. Let the
wind toussel y.our sunstreaked coiffure
and have a blast getting to your destinationAsking $550 or best offer- CAIi 742-2569 ,
Katie
Guild Acoustic 12-string-$3.75 call Bill
at 7 42-4945 or 862-3446

. Guitar and Amp. Gi6son Les Paul Firebrand,
excetfent condi,tion. 400 or best offer.
VW Scirroco 1980 5-speed, great condi- _ Amped 100 W head with 2 x 12" speaker
enclosure. $300. Call Evenings 868-1901
tion.no rus~. new.exhaust sunroof, new tires.
ask for Dave
Asking $3000, ca.II John 862-4292
Must sell; 1980 Toyota Tercel. 5 speeds,
runs excellent, rust proofed, new radiator,
brakes, exhaust system, chocks. -Need to
~ell soon. Asking $1800 or bo. Carlos 8689808 daytime; 868-3088 eve. Leave phone
number and message.

Summer job commutin made easy in this
sporty 1980, Toyota Corolla Delux, 5 speed,
4-door, metallic brown, stereo, new radials;
brakes, battery, muffler, no rust, original
owner, excellent mechanical and physical
condition, must be seen. $2195 negotiable
(617) 352-7355
1977 Datsun Pickup, runs great. $500 or
best offer. Call 659-6275 nights or weekends.
80 Toyota Corolla Sport Coupe, 2-door
hatchback, 5-speed standard, AM-FM four
speaker SONY cassette. Engine and body
well maintained . Must sell by semester's ·
end $3000 or best offe.r. Call 868-9899,
ask for Kim or Steph
FOR SALE - 1980 Manza qLC. G,reat ·
Condition . For more infor.mation call Lisa
at 868-3458. Call NOW and don't miss this
once in a life time offer!!!

Padded, black motorcycle jacket, size 40:
$79. 12 inch BTW Zenith TV: $30. Light- .
weight Eureka backpacking tent, 2 person:
$89. Dover.'749-2732 after 6 pm.
1980 Toyota Corolla Deluxe Sedan, 5speed, 4-door, metallic brown, tan interior,
AM/FM stereo, all-season radials, snows ·
on rims, new brakes, muffler, battery, no
rust, excellent. Mechanical and Physical.
condition, must be seen $2500 ·(617) 3527355 evenings
RESUME: a WI-in-the-blanks form to write ·
your own, Quick, private and cheap! Send
$5 to SECRETARY 13 Old Landing Road,
Durham, NH 03824
ACT NOW! DISKETTES! Bulk 5-1 /4"
OS/DD. 49¢ each. Lots of 50. these are
not 2nds. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
No questions asked. Call MEL. 1 -800-6343478, 9-9 EST M-F; 10-6 Sat. Offer expires
5/15/86.

I___

P_ersonals~]

[jJ

1976 OLDS Cutlass Wagon. Engine is
excellent. Body has rust. $ 250 868 _5028 ·
(evenings).

CAR WASH!! Don't miss your chance .to
get a free clean machine this Sunday dowri
=-ga_s_o_li_ne_a_lle....cy_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Can·oe, Two Oars, Fiberglass, Designed
for white water. Needs work. $150 8685028

Lyena, my kids will be cuter than yours!!!
You wait and see! Luv, H

Convertible, 1980 Tri,umph TR? . 30th
anniversary e.dition, ,$3000 worth f documented work in -last 6 months, · runs
excellent. A fun classy ca,r. $3400 or b.o.
Cati 430-9278.

Scruffy, HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!! Any ·many
returns of the day! Love Heather ·a nd
Noreen
Interview desired for research paper. If
you are a Veteran and were exposed ·te)'
Agent Orange please contact Dan at 862-·
4072.

Free cassette tape! Hear the speech of
Reverend A. Moltis or! Protestantism, the
This Sunday there will be a fr.ee car wash
Majors in Engineering, Forestry and related · Right wing and Roman-c;:ommuni.st worked . sponsored by the Rho-mates. "Don't Mis~
fields for survey asst. in the Laconia area.
politics. Send stamped '& addressed enIt"
On the job training with state of the art
velope to : Reverend Moltis, PO Box 3646,
Rho-mates, Get psyched for Hell Week!!!·
equipment in field and office . Qualified· .. Manchester NH 03105
persons will be considered for full time after ~
To all the btbthers at AGR- Thanks for all !
1980 vw Rabbit-New radiator & engine
graduation. Contact Steve Nix at White
your support; We're proud to have brothers
parts. Low·mileage. Good maintenance.
·whole apt. Beautiful sunny, with large rooms
·
Help Wanted
-and closets. Rent negotiable for summer,
,
Land Co. Design Group, 524-1234 for an
like you. love, your Iii' sisters. ·
Asking $1000. Call 436-2724 evenings
appt.
.$575 (including heat) for fall. Pete 659~---------YONG!
7 49-9293 days
. 2521 days, or anyone 862-1534 evenings.
OVERSEAS JOBS .. Summer, yr. round.
Happy Birthday!!!! We love you Jarry!!! Alpha ·
1975 Toyota Celica $500.00 or · BO
It
doesn't
pay
much
but
it's
worth
the
effort!
Summer Sublet-for 2 people. Clean, cozy,
Europe, S.Amer.,Australia, Asia. All fields.
Phi
Excellent Running Condi•t ion. AM /FM
Come
check
out
PFO
(the
Programming
' apartment with large living room, furnished,
$900-2000 rno. Sightseeing. Free info. Write
Cassette. Junior Sz. Western Saddle.
Happy Birthday Kevan, you old man!
Fund Organization) and discover what's
:, tlose to campus at Davis Courts. One room
IJC, PO Box 52-NH Corona Del Mar, CA
Leather $60.00 or BO Regina Field Hockey
happening in the MUB.
· available. $385/mo. negotiable. Contact
Mike, I want a ride on your Honda CB650
92625 .
Sticks. 868-2423
Ann, Lisa, or Liz at 868-9972.
Custom!
Syracuse paint and wallcov_e ring inte$10-$360 Weekly/ up mailing Circulars!
1970 VW Bug·, Sunroof, Excellept Running
rior/ exterior painters and paper hangers
Fall rental with option for this summer or
No quotas! Sincerely interested rusti selfCurt, I hope you had a great time at the
Conditionwith 14,000 miles on a rebuilt
needed. Hourly and sub-contractors. Work
next. Only 3 yrs old, like new, clean, sunny
addressed envelope: Success, PO Box
ZZtop ccmcert. From the little one.
angine(1984). Good gas ·mileage (30
Hampton
and
Rye
Beach
in
Portsmouth,
, 2BR / pers apt about 2 miles from campus
470CEG, Woodstock, Ill. 60098
ATTENTION-Summer Jobs-We are now
Highway,
25
city)very
solid
body!
AM/FM
area. Call after 6 p.m. Leave message. 431: in Lee. Carpeted fully furnished complete
Wanted: Dining Room Superviinterviewing work study students for
Cassette stereo. special offer must sell ...
kit area full bath, LR with bay window. $460 . 4669
sor/Cooks/Kitchen Staff 21 plus>, Expesummer jobs at the UNH Dairy Bar. If you
900. dollars ... ask for Michael 749-65!9
plus utilities. No pets. Non smokers pref,
Full time carpenter, carpenter's helpers
rienced and enthusiastic- top brothare going to be around campus this
1971 BMW. 20oz Completely Restored
tease and security deposit. Cail Gale at
needed. Small contractor (Rochester area)
er /sister campu in Poconos of PA: 6/24
summer, and are eligible for work stuc;ly'
Color: Black; sunroof; 68k orig -miles on
659-5932
seeks both. Will train. Benefits. References
to 8/20. Top salary plus. Call collect (215)(financial aid), you will enjoy working at
car and engine New: brakes, tires , body,
required.
332-5966.
Summer rental for the months of July and
887-9700 or write Barbara Black, 407
the Dairy Bar. We have full and part-time
interior and engine,Have all maint. recordsAugust. New Duplex Apt. 3BR, ch.ildren
Benson East, Jenkintown, PA 19046
W a n t e d : D i n·i n g Ro o m S u per vi openings. Hours and days can be arranged
references. Must sell movi_n g to Calif. after
possible . Clean, sunny, carpeted , bay · sors/Cooks/Kitchen staff'.::1 +Experienced ·
flexibly around your studies or even another
Graduatin 3500.00 or B.O. 7 42-1144
window in LR. Complete kit area. Full bath,
and enthusiastic-top brother/ sister camp
job. We are looking for waitpersons, short1981 Honda Accord. 4 Door Sedan, 5fully furnished, abt 3 mil~s from campus
in Poconos of PA. 6/24 to 8/20. Top salary
order cooks, kitchen help, and cleaners·.
speed. AMFM Cassette Recent exhaust,
in Lee. Pets neg, ·rent normally $675/ mo
plus. Call collect (215)887-9700 or write
No experience is required, we. will train
brakes and major tune up. Well maintained
reduced to $500 for summer plus utilit[es,
Barbara Black, 407 Benson East Jenkinyou . You can even start right away, if your
FOR SALE
silver with maroon interior. $2495 Call 659lease and security deposit. Call Gale-659town, PA. 19046
work-study eligibility will allow; and cori
2731
5932
.
tinue on next fall if you wish. The dairy bar
1973
Toyota
Corona
Deluxe.
Good
conMajors in Engineering, ~orestry and related
is a pleasant place to work-this summer
dition 4 d'o or beige. AM/ FM radio, snow
MOPED for sale 1971 PUCH maxi black
Available fall 1986-large private room &
fields for survey asst. in th_e Laconia area.
could be a fun and profitable one for you.
tires. Very tittle rust. $600 or best offer.
4,500 original miles $175 CAIi 659-3144
complete board in faculty home, corner . On the job ·trainir:ig with state of the art
Check with the Financial Aid Office about
after 6:00 pm and ask for John
of Madbury and Edgewood, female non
equipment in field and office. Qualified · Call 431-6816 before 10 pm
your eligibility for summer work study, then
· smoker! $600 per semester plus twelve
persons will be considered for full time after
'71 Datsun 510 wagon, solid body (Oregon
For Sale:-20 19in color TV;s all serviced
come in for an interview. Apply in morning
hours weekly of babysitting intelligent, four
graduation. Contact Steve Nix at White
car), reb.uilt engine, runs well, owned by
and in excellent working condition. Motel
before 11 am, or in the afternoon after 2
year old . Flexible schedule. Piano available.
Land Co. Design Group, 524-1234 fof an
auto mechanic, $600 or b.o. 659-3254
used. Save and pick one ·up now, $125 call
pm, to Dana Glennon, Manager. Anc;I if you
Call 868-5669 for information.
appt.
before 9:30 p.m.
Joe or Wally 868-5867
have· any questions, call us at 862-1006
[· ·i·

.
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WANTED: VW BUG IN GOOD CONDITION .
ANY YEAR. CALL JOHN 868-9739 ROOM
211
,
Free Kittens-avai_lable in 3 to 4 _weeks. come
over and take a look! call 868-2070.
r

• I.

I

To .Holly in S. Hall-I didn't know you w~re
here. It seems that you too are a freshman
.this year. Was a painting I saw tha_t she
had conceived, of magnificent art that I
sure believe. This painting told me of a girl
I did see, in a class in the past half like

Free dog needs LOVE. 7 mo., female, mixed · zpology: It was close to zoology but more
breed, brown and beige coloring. Has all
often heard with cupid. Though it sounds
shots and is spayed . Cute, lovable, fun- . quit~ confusing _
d on't take it as stupid. If
her name is "Irie" which means happiness. · . ~ver you could know how much I thought
Call Sl!san at 868.:~406-an vtime'.
· ·of yo,u, you would be quite surprised as
AUDITIONS for the New Hampshire Notto how this came to be. i always loved you,
but you never knew me. Shocking it seems ..
ables '86-87 season are here! All parts
r come out ·of the blue, to offer these
welcome. Interested females should come
. to -!}n .i11formational meeting Sund.~y. ApriL .comp!~?< feelings,for ypu. So Lbid .a f~re,w~II. ·.
my memory from class from a friend not·
7:30 p.m PCAC M-2i3 or call.Jean 86r
known who came bacl( from the past
·
4181 or Rozi 862-4224

_,,,

· Mike and Dan- I can't tell you how much
· I look forward to seeing you guys on
Monday. Dinner? Don't worry, we can eat
in the "normal" room. Have a good
weekend. Luv, Heather

.

Dad- Happy birthday. We love you. Yqu're
the best. Chri~ and Daniel

3355 Philbrook!!! Thanks for an interesting
Friday night! Make sure you don't pass out
in Main Street again! We hope you qidn't
get knifed too bad! Thanx for the backrub
SNEEPER- Spare a ·hug and a kiss for an
and the "smurfs" cm Sat. morning. We all
X~Leper? I think we need to' add a·few more
stars ... don't you? Oops! I drqpped the soap, · definitely have to get together again so
we can pressure ''.you .know who" into
now all I have to do is roll over!!! lch Liebe
coming here next year!- your 1:00 invaders!
_ Oich, which is nice. Luv, Loretta

.. Denise- Your ass is going to hell! I'm glad
that you're finally learning to add! I love

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TEA.RI AND DI-ALPHA
PHI

"Tease" yes you! I finally got around to
.c....yo_u_!_L_u_v,_H_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
giving you a personal! Where's mine? I just
OPEN FORUM ON AMERICAN BOMBING
wanted to tell you I love you with all my
OF LIBYA: Sunday, April 27, Murkland Rm.
heart and than~s for always being there!
21, 7 to 9 p.m. Sponsored by UNH Debate
DON'T MISS IT!!! ONLY 3 WEEKS until the
Lori-What's up? Don't see you as much
Society ·
I can't wait for Canada! How does a picnic
---'----'----------biggest Juggling Event in New England ,' .. now that I don't go to class all the time.
soon sound? Some lovin' in the sun! the
How's the paper coming in Eniv. Bio.? What' . Lisa Pisa-How's my buddy? I know.you
at t he UNA Field House, Saturday, May
other tease! I love you.
a class. Soooooo depressing. See ya, Rich : can make it through all this stuff!! Whenever
10 from .10 a.m . to 10 p.m. Mark your
Burnt Beta Bro!! Thanks for sharing the
you need to escape, just let me .or Jeffy
cale_n dars now!!! To find out more, 'drop'
Hi Rich!!!!! I know Envir. Bio. class is
noxema wit,h me. I'm glad we met even
know. Read through some Leo, that may
.. by the Juggling Club, Wednesday nights . <:lepressing, but I ·need a shoulder to cry
though it w~s during the Hurricane. How
help you to feel better! I LOVE YOU! Lori
in the MUB.
on; so please come to class more often!!
in· my Ralph Lauren Pillow doing!! Please
Pori
I'm psyched for no class next week! I knoVI •'
. GRADUATION GIFT IDEAS! Images of a
buy some duck tape. Thank God you did
you'll use that extra time cor:istructively · Courtney·_ ., Golden Tarakata? Too hard
University: A Photographic History of the
your laundry!! Such a sweet heart!!
for your paper( or zzzzzzzzz) Well. honey · to remember-I like Amaretto better. Thanks ·
University df New Hampshire... $25.00. Also,
Thanks to Regina, Dawn and Alice. Take
for putting me up and especially tor the
17-minute video cassette of UNH Histohave a good weekend!!! Lo)le, Lori
two -and John Magnuson for making our
thunderstorm. How about sharing a .r.eal
ry ... $10.00. Book available through: The · Lisa-Hope things are going better for you.
Coffee House a success. Great job and
one sometime?-J$
Cat's Closet, Barnes & Noble Bookstore,
Wish there was more I could do. Hope next :
many than~s. Jessie Doe.
·and b·ook and tape available from University
we:ek goes better for you. Take car_
e, you.r · U.A.C. ELIMINATORS!!!! We're going to
JD-1st"You .guys are awesome!!" luvya,
Communications (862-14.63).
do it Sunday! You guys are all awesome!!
buddy
.
Hane
LETS
GO
ALL
THE
I'm
wicked
psyched!!
Do you l_ike to sing and travel? Audition
CATCH THE ACTIONrCOME WATCH THE
WAY!!! See you Sunday, love Lori
To our hot_Delta Zeta Oats -in the Big Five,
·fo·r the New Hampshire Notables! InforRACES AND SUPPORT THE UNH CREW
Laurie and Kristin. Better get plenty of rest, •
mational Meeting on Sunday, April 27, 7:30
To
Ken S. in Lambda Chi-I can't wait till
TEAM. SATURDAY, APRIL 26, RACES
cause Z's hands aren't the best. Get ready
. pm PCAC Rm. M-223 or call Jean 862~4181
I see you again. I miss you every moment
START AT 12 noon. WATCH FROM THE
for the time of your life!! Love Z, T, S, and
or Rozi 862-4224
you '. re away. Hurry down to B.U. I can't
ROUTE 4 BRIDGE. SEE YOU THERE.
M
stand
being
without
you.
Please
come
see
Beautiful Music-- A capella harmony- The·
It's here!!! The festival! This Saturday,(to- .
me
at
B.U.
Love,
you
know
who
Doug D- ("David'")~ the pledge dance was _
New Hampshire Notables present the 5th
_
morrow) -enjoy live baPd entertainment
so much fun, thanks for gong: Nex time
' Ariuual ~ ing in the Spring Sing! For or.ily . · as well as carnival favorites: Join us in the ·- Smitty the Mil ~og!! Boy, are Mary and I
no bed dives or-throwing things at wat$2 (student) you get the co-ed Williams
looking forward to this week,enq!LAre we
Mini Dorms for what we call the MiniFest.
tres&es though! Thank you for the roses
Ephlats, the tnale 'Colby Eight, the male
going to perform tactical maneuvers in the
It'll be loads of fun!
too- they're awesome! Love, Cerise
. Bowdoin Meddieber:npsters, and the female
bush with our M-16s.?? I hope you're not
OPEN FORUM ON AMERICAN BOMBING
· New Ha_m pshire Notables! (only .50¢ per
. planning on serving us that cruddy Alpo
Hi Mom! Thanks for calling Tuesday. My
OF LIBYA: Sunday, April 27, Murkland Rm.
group!) Saturday April 26, 8 pm Murkland
surprise! l"ve got a pair of sharp black
news can't compete with yours! I don't know
21, 7 to 9 p.m. Sponsored by UNH Debate
110-Tickets are ·avaitable at MUB Ticket
combat boots to wear with my dress. I'd
too many mothers who have to chase a
Society
Office ·
appreciate a nice camoflage helmet with
naked hysterical woman ih downtown
Congratulations
to the new sisters of Delta
lea_
v es & sticks to compliment my green
Manchester. I'm still laughing!! CongratGRADUATION GIFT IDEAS! Images of a
Zeta. You all did an excellent job pledging
& brown splotched eye shadow. Ge·t · ulations about NHC- you can have my
University: A Photographic History of the
and we are psyched to call you our sisters.
psyched because we're gonna storm that
notebooks and·naugahyde pocket.planner! •
University of New Hampshire ... $25.00. Also,
Love Delta Zeta
fort and kill those commies!!
Ha Ha. See you soon. CFK
·
17-minute video cassette of UNH Histo-

2i,

ry ... $10.00. Book available through : The
Cat's Closet, Barnes & Noble Bookstore,
and book and tape available from University
Communications (862-1463).
An evening of a capella music! The New
Hampshire Notables' 5th Annual Ring In
the Spring Sing featuring , the Williams .
Ephlats (coed), The Colby Eight (men's
octet), The Bowdoin Meddiebempsters
(mens a capella) and UNH's very own New
Hampshire Notables (women's capella)
Sat. April 26, 8 pm, Murkland 110, $2
student, $3 general tickets available at
'the MUB ticket office.

a

The Commnication Association presents:
TOM BERG.E RON from WBZ-TV Ch. 4
speaking on broadcast communication
in television and r·a dio in the SenateMerrimack.Room of the MUB Sunday 'April
·
27 at 7 p.m.
Syract:Jse paint; and wallcovering interior/ exterior painters and paper hangers
needed. Hou·rly and sub-contractors. Work
in Portsmouth, Hampton and Rye Beach
area. Gall after 6 p.m. Leave message. 43146S9
ARE YOU TIRED OF · NOT KNOWING
WHAT'S GOING ON? Come work for The
Programming Fund Organization and meet
:new people, become involved with 1 00
different organizations at once, find out
what happens to student's money at the
university. ApplicaJions available in. Room
145A. It's lots of fun!!
Contraceptive Services: Confidential, highq-uality care by trained ahd sensitive staff.
Sliding fees for exams and supplies. Call
for appointment. The Clinic Dover 7492346, Rochester 332-4249
Screen Printing & Embroidery T-Shir.t s,
caps, jackets, buttons, signs, mugs, pencils,
etc. Compet itive whole sale prices. T SHIRTS PLUS~Fox Run Mall, 431-4355
DON'T MISS IT! Only 4 weeks until t he
_BIGGEST JUGGLING EVENT IN NEW
ENGLAND at the UNH Field House, Sat~
urday May 10 from 1qam to 1Opm. MARK
YOUR CALENDAR NOW! To find out more,
'drop' by the Juggling Club, Wednesday
. Nights int he MUB
. Hello to Hall House (including Ju!ie Z.)

a

Be a BARTENDER. .Prepare for good
summer job. Learn mixology. It's easy and
fun our way. Call or write for Free Brochure.
. MASTERBARTENDER SCHOOL, 84 -Main
St., Newmarket, NH 03857. 659-3718

Iron Duke- Congratulatidns on your new
found fame! Sunday was fun. When you've
been through as much as we have you're
either enemies or good friends. I'm glad ·
we're friend~. W (M)
·
Real Pµnk-Rock in Durham April 26 noon
to 11 p.m., Strafford Room. 15 bands plus
with Murderers, Agraphobic Array, Insignificance, OHS, Steakheads and more. A
positive direction event.

D2-New Apts, Lisa, and Beth-Get psyched
for a.riother Big Chill weekend!! PARTY,
BOOGIE & THE BEACH!!! Is Binky invited
too? AMADEUS!!!!!! Love, Lori
To Katie-Hope this fs a surprise! To a
wonderful peroson who is really special
to me. Stick around for awhile, you'll like
it. Your new found friend, Rich

Don't miss NH's first ever cultural event.
1986 Hardcorefest, April 26 at noon in the
Strafford Room with Psycho, PTL Klub, The
Scam, Incest Repellent, End Product,
Fiveballs of Power, Cance'rous Growth,
· EOI, AG's, and more. Only f!v.e bucks.

Happy ~elated Birthday to Jeff Sat Lambda.
If we'd known earlier. and Jen had brought
an incriminating photo of you in the throes.
, of pub~rty-we would have plastered it ALL
OVER the New Hampshire. Congratulations
on turning 17 going on 6!! Ha Ha Ha. I can
remember when you wanted to be best
buddies with Will "White Tornado" Barden!

Area Ill A.A. Staff and Trainees- (esp.
Williamson)- Nothing grows again, more

So when are you going to get a job in the
real world?? Ha Ha! Love, your neighbor

ICECREAM MAN!!-Thanks for the iceeasily than love. You will laugh again, you
will love again.- I can't wait to. work with
cream!!! Can we make another bet like that
you this fall. Spring Training was so .... slimy. - before our game Sunday too??! How did
NEXUS, yeah .... that's the ticket. Miss ya- t Jud Board go??? Good luck studying for
Karen
Stats.! Love Lori .
--------------Wanted : VW Bug in good conaition. Any
OPEN FORUM ON AMERICAN BOMBING
year. Call J0hn 868-9739 room 211.
OF LIBYA: Sunday, April 27, Murkland 'Rm.
21, 7 to 9 p.m. Sponsored by UNH Debate
KK- Than~s to you, last weekend was the
·· Society
best yet. I'll miss you when you go to
England , Don't forget our bet. ''. Showers"
Hi Wallis: Thanks for the roses . They're
of affection. SY
t'ieautious!!!! It doesn't seem like it can be
DON'T MISS IT! Only 3 weeks until the · that long already ... or doesn't it seem like
forever already?! You're the-greatest. I love
biggest Juggling event in New England,
you!!! Love, Wallis
,
'at the UNH Field House, Saturday, May
1 O from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mark your
calendars now!! To find out more, 'drop'
by the Juggling Blue, Wednesday Nights
in the MUB.

Hi Jetty!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!Love, Lori
Hey Celtic FANS! Root for your favorite
team in style. Benjamin's has a wide screen
TV and lots of delicious munchies

Have you been sexually or verbally harassed -either on campus or off? Campus
Voice Magazine is in the process of writing
an article dealing with this issue. If you
are willing to speak confid~ntially with an · •
editor, please call Catherine at 749-2587.
Anonymity, of course, 1s guaranteed .
Are you outgoing, dynamic and succ;;essoriented, freshmen, sophomore, or junior?
The New Hampshire Business and Advertising Office is seeking ~fn · advertising
associate, assistant buSine·s s manager
and a circulation manager for the 1986/87
year. These are rewarding and challenging
positions not only personal satisfaction,
but also impressive resume folder. Apply
today in Room 108, MUB. ~ij2-1323·. ·
HALL HOUSE MINI DORM wants people
for next year. If you are 'interested in iiving
in an UNIQUE dorm - come cheGk us out.
Our theme is Outdoor Eiq>,e rience. If you
like to go campir:ig, hiking, canoeing, or
any other outdoor activity we need and
want you to live in our dorm. Applications .
accepted year round. Call 4426 for more
information and ask for Noreen or any
ROSA member . .
Are you outgoing, ·dynamic and successoriented, freshmen, sophomore or junior?
The New Hampshire Business and Advertising .Office is seeking an a·dvertising
associate, assistant business manager
and a circulation manager for the -1986/87
school year. These are rewarding and
challenging posistions offerfng not only
personal satisfaction, but also impressive
resume folder. Apply today ih Room 1 08,
MUB.862-1323
. . , .
.
Have you been sexually or ~erbally ha ~
rassed either on campus or off? Campus
Voice .Magazine is in the process of writing .
an article dealing with this issue. If you
are willing to speak cbndifentially with an
editor, please call Catherine at 749-2587.
Anonymity, of course, is guarantee:a.
ADOPTION: Professi.o nal ·couple wishes
to adopt, newborn to 12 i:nonths: We can
provide warm, loving home with many
oppoq unities . If pr~gnant and wish to
consider adoptio h, ,please contaGt us.
Expenses paid . Confidential: Call collect
(603) 432-8593

A specia•I thanks to the few .. the proud ..
the production crew for the Ramones. To
ATTENTION MUSICIANS! The New HampMolly, now in possesion of a broken toe,
shire Notables are seeking new sopranos
to ·:situation under control" John, to Jim,
and aJtos for the '66-87 year. Come to an
his wisdom and his experience, to Keith
informat ional meeting on Sunday, April
and his constant smile, to Tom 'and his white
27 at 7:30 in PCAC M-223 Or call Jean 862shirt, to Fern and his dumb stage jokes,
4181 or Rozi 862-4224 for an audition
to Ron and Hank. (I can tell being a roudie,
is your ultimate goal in life). To Mike and . appointment.
his mind boggling puzlles, to Dave and his
COSQUAN suggests: The DAnacing Wu
laugh, to Dawn and Karen- woman power!
Li Masters by Gary Zukav; Order Out of
To George and his loyalty, to super ,r.aodie · Chaos- by ttya Prigogine; Changing Images
Pete, to Jay and the mystery Spot operater
of Man Ed. by O.W. Markley; and The Self
for their lighting talents, and to Charlie for
Organizing Universe by Erich Zastsch ..
just being Charlie. Thanks.also to everyor:ie
Reading these may facilitate growth of your
who pitched in at the end. helping us to
personal philosophy and evolution to
be done in record time. I hope to see
secular enlightenment. Comments, evaeveryone back for the next show. Sincerely' . luations, queries to: COSOUAN PO Box
Jody and her majic boots.
_
61, Durham, NH 03824
Bicycle Maintenance Course starting April
DANNY E.: Now you can't say "I didn't see
one in there for me, either." Thanks for · · 24 6:30-7:30 p.m. Register at Durham Bike
868~5634.,
!being my co-pilot that one February
evening. Wingriut( th e original)
_C_o_m_e_h_e_a,_r-th-e-be_a_u-ti-fu_l_h_a-rm_o_n-ie_s_of_t_h_e
You are cordially invited to attend a roast
to honor Enrico. Friendsand ''. employees·"
especially, B.Y.O.S. We're in the griJ:) of
something her; see you there!-Joe.
To H~rbacious and the rest.of the Fairmont
Crew (Boo-Boo, Phantom, :& Rocker) - I
apologize for not being able to bring the
qar car to this weekend's festivities; ·Hope
you all find rides. Remember: don't suck
down too many RB's, I'll meet y'all for some
quarters on the vades, & don't talk about
Japs too loud! Hey Ahab & Abe, get ready
for some fun with PC's!! SLICK (A.K.A.
Rece)

Robin B.- Don't know about you, but I _had
This Spud's f_or you! Enjoy a STUFFED ~ Hey Jules, l"m psyched for this weekend.
a great time at the Ramones. Whadda ya
You wanna bring our books? I cal.led your
- POTATO Du Jour at Benjamin's. We have
say we get togeth~r for a night on the town .
, parents - I told them the P. Dance was in
potato skins too!
Donnie
<
Reno and we'd just.stay-a couple of nights
· Dance to the EXTREMES, Saturday April
in some sleazy motor outside of Vegas.
NEXUS is life ..... live NEXUS
26 LIVEat BtNJAMIN'S. Doors open at
Hey,_by the way, does your father own any
BABS- I told you that you would be late
9PM $2 cover
BIG guns? I've got Pete's cuffs like you
for class, but you wouldn't listen to me.
Steve A., just wanted to say that I have
wanted - But I don't know about the whip, Neither of us expected you brother. I
I think -ski would .bum. Love ya babe! -the
enjoyed being .your roomate. I feel we bult
disagree with you and Steve. I think· you
a friendship that will last a long time. I wish ' kid from the .Vineyard
mother is nice and not going senile. Misi,
you all the s1_1ccess, happiness in the future.
Brenda P. - It has been great . Bet you
ya. YOUR COACH
Your close friend, Ron
thought we would never make it to six
FitJ.d out about The MiniDorrns!!! Next year's
monthes. Sorry I won't be able to celebrate
Sue & Sharon-Long time no see. How are
staff are going to be great! Meet us at the
that much tonight, ·but we will make up for
the two of you doing? Hope to see you
MiriiFest! Signed-Lyena, RA 86-87
around before the semester ends. Your
it tomorrow at the pledge dance. Love T.S.
SCUBA for SPRING BREAK-Join WET
Florida friend, Rich
T.C. - Let's go totally off the wall. tomorrow
FUN, the scuba store/school in Portsand raise the damage totals to never belore
OPEN FORUM ON AMERICAN BOMBING
mouth, for- an exotic break this year. Our
seen heights. Oh yeah - Sue and Michelle
OF LIBYA: Sunday,, April 27, Murkland.Rm.
trip includes airfare, resort, boat an.9
can warm up the elevator. Love -your big
21, 7 to 9·p.m. Sponsored by UNH Debate
unlimited diving, meals, transfers, everSociety
t;iro.
ything. Call WET FUN today 430-8626

Williams Ephlats, The Colby Eight, ,the
Bowdoin Medllliebempsters and The New
Hampshire Notables! Ring in the Spring
Sing! on Saturday April 26 a 8 p.m.,
Murk land 11 0. Tick.els $2 students and
$3 General available at MUB Ticket Office.
No-No, It's nice to see you happy again!
Best of luck to you in Crew! Luv, H
THE D.ANCING ANTS ARE COMING TO
TOWN! GET YOUR TICKETS NOW! Proper
dress is required!

To the _m an on the 5th floor 'of Kendall, I
like your style. Hope .to see you again soon.
(After all I did get above a six) Do you play
games? With lust. # 1
·
benise, Rachel, Sharon, and the Public
Safety lady from Wednesday night, I said
it could be don~! Love and Lint, Hethr
OLM- Here's to time, may it be on our side.
Here's to the only job you'll ever love, (it's
not just a job, it's"an adventure!!!!) you really
are going to knock them dead! HTH
Rachel, don't ever hesitate to fly as high
as you can. You're beautiful in flight! All
my love, Heather
'
Hi Denise, Heather, Babs, Kevin, Lyena,
et al
·
FLORIDA. WINDSURFING $450 SPRING
BREAK-Joi_n WET 'FUN, t> he sailboarding
store I school, for an exciting break this
year. You fly to Florida, we drive and trailor
your board! .Includes airfare, accommo.'.'
dations, and transfers
·
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UNH cyclist s ·set for Sunda y

PAO,!,:, IWEf:-JTY.:: TJ:-1REE

TOUCHING

By Steve Bellefeuille

and Erik~Froberg (seventeenth). Figgins co'ntrolling the rest of
This Sunday the stre~ts of
On Sunday morning the team the field.
Durham will swarm with over traveled to Princeton University
Unable t0 catch the leaders
200- cyclists as the National · for a short circuit race. Ann in the short distance remaining
Champion UNH cycling team Benoit once again showed her Erikson just edged Olsen in the
hosts the Eastern Collegiate strength by finishing third in chase sprint, with Figgins folCycling Federation Champion-· :- the women's race, followed by - lowing up in the front of the
ships. The start/finish area will Laurel Erickson in fourth. Claire main pack.
_be on the hill next to the Oyster Olsen and Vicki Heath wood - In the men's "B" race UNH
River Middle School, with com- started strong but were involved found its t~p point scorer,
· mentation· prov_ided.
in a crash mid-way through the Thurston, taken _o ut by an
The event starts at 9:45 with race and were unable to finish.
inexperienced rider in an early
the 35 mile women's race,
This was the start of a long
race crash. In his absence,James
followed by a men's "B" 35 mile string of crashes that plagued Peterson
went to the front of
· race, and finishing with the 65 the team for the remainder of the peleton to control the pace.
mile men's "A" race. The riders the weekend. James Peterson His unselfishness allowed Clifwill compete doing laps over was the next victim to crash, ford to r~st for the upcoming
a 2.1 mile circuit which will taking him out of the men's "B" field sprint.
,
provide for excellent viewing. race. However the rest of the · The teamwork payed off as Come out and enjoy the race and "B" riders controlled the race, Clifford won the field sprint for
Just how far ·has this wrestling craze gone? You know Hulk
support the Wildcat cycl_ing with Thurston a.nd Clifford fourth place. Peterson and Hall Hogan, Andre the Giant and all the other over-sized monsters
team.
,
sprintin'g to a one-two finish, blocked out in the last corner, that put o.n leotards and combat boots,-climb into a ring and perform
The cyc;,ling team spent last - respectively.
;
taking twentieth and twenty- gymnastic style mov~ments w_ithout , music. Recently, wrestling
weekend in New Jersey preparfans were treated to WRESTLEMANIA II, where Chicago Bears
'Mr. Consistant, Bob Camp- first, respectively.' ·
ing for the championships by bell, finished fifth in the men's
The men's "A" race promised "Utility" man William ''the Refrigerator" Perry earned $450,000
competing in three races, and "A'-' race. His strong finish was to be a spectacle of speed around just for sho-wing up. By th-e way, if you missed it; Perry was the
winning two of three. On Sat- set up by a hard attack from· the six corner circuit. The UNH 12th man thrown out of the 20 man battle royal.
urday the team Competed at Steve "Bernard" Be-llefeuille in riders got to the front early, and
We thought the previous paragraph was an excellent way to
Drew University ahd finished the last two laps of the race. He all was going , as planned as ,ji11troduce our next little item. It was recently brought to our attention
in first place.
·
was caught a half mile from the UNH placed 'its four riders in that the UNH football team, now in spring workouts, have come
In the women's event points finish which enabled Campbell, the lead pack as the end of race up with nick names for some _of their larger than life teammates:
were scored by Ann B_enoit Gemmel, and W.B. Froberg to approached. ,
·If you know some of the following players, then maybe you will
(first); Laurel Ertkson (fifth), set up for a strong finish.
However,coming into the bell get a kick out of this: John "the Hitman" Driscoll~ Pat the "Anvil"
and Vicki · Heath wood ( sevThey finished in fifth, sev- lap a rider from Gordon College Murphy, Jim "Jimmy Hart" Prendible, Rob"Moon Dog Spot"
enth). In the men's :·B" race enth, arid .ninth, respectively. blew a tire and crashed taking Gray, Keith ''Special Delivery Jones" Goodwin, Scott "Ricky
UNH displayed their depth The final count showed UNH out half· of the field. This Steamboat" Curtis, Ron '.'Mr. Fuji" Silva, Scott "Hoss Funk"
with all riders finishing in the in first with 975 points, Prin- result~d in a pile of bicycles and McNamara, and John "Iron Mike Sharp" Crothers. We are sure
peleton. In the final sprint it ceton in second with 472; and riders strewn across the .fir:iish there are s.till many more, but up till print time, these were all
· was Tom Thurston coming Stonybrook tt'iird with 423.
that our inside source ·could give us. ·
area.
from behind to grab second,
Let us move on to pro hoop. Of course, we will talk about Michael
Later that afternoon, the tearri
Three UNH riders were
followed by Ed Clifford fi_fth, traveled to Rutgers University caught in the melee; with Bel- Jordan.You know a player is great when another player like Larry
' Will Hall eleventh and Stuart for a grueling criterium which lefeuille the only UNH rider Bird says that he (Jordan) is the best in the game. Many or most
Kremzner twelfth.
would have ·many riders hitting to make it through. Gemmel and of you_knew that the Celtics were going to take that series; but,
_In the men's "A" race there the pavement. The women's Campbell could not continue. what you could have never dreamed was that one man could score
were four riders off the front race started out with Benoit in Froberg, however, remounted . 102 points in two games against Boston. Sure enough, the rivers
on a brake-aw:ay without any on a five rider brake, with good his bike ana sprinted to · a of Jorgan opened up for 49 pts. in game one and an NBA playUNH riders involvea: Coming blocking by the rest of her seventeenth place finish. Bel- off record 63 in game two. In game three, Boston held Michael
down to the fin'ish UNH had teammates.
·
lefeuille maintained good po- to a near human 19.
to do well in the 50 man pack
The B'ulls have come and gone~ and up next: the winner of
Suddenly, Benoit found her- sition in the lead pack behind
sprint. Bob Campbell positioned self out of the race, as Harvard's a three rider break and won the the Detroit-Atlanta series. The Hawks would be a good bet; after
himself in goqd position and number one rider rolled a tire field sprint for fourth place.
all, Boston_will aJso take that series. If Spud- (slamdunk king)
exploded to the line, winning and crashed her out of · the
With many of its top scorers Webb and Dominique Wit-kins come to the Ga,rden, you can bet
the field sprint for fifth overall, corner. Realizing that Benoit taken out of each race, UNH you will get the price of admission and much more. Speaking
following in good order were was out of the race, Erikson and finished in a close fourth place.
of the Boston Celtics, did you know that 23 years ago yesterday,
Mike Gemmel (thirteenth), Olsen took chase of the remainthe Cs beat the Lakers H2-109 to take their fifth straight NBA
Steve Bellefeuille (fifteenth) ing three ,leaders with Caro1
title. That was also the last time that guard Bob Cousy wore a
Celtic's uniform.
Have you had the chance to watch any of the recent Red Sox
games? Hey folks, looks pretty good. Yes, they did start off rather
slow but now things are coming arourid, and their real strong
(continued from page 24)
point,
pitching, is there. Let's give ~hree cheers to the Sox front
we're really close and we do a · to qualify for the NCAA tour- us. Lots of people haven't seen
off ice, the acquisition of Don Baylor will certainly do nothing
lot of things together off the nament.
us play. The crowd can help us but help the ever improving Red Sox battling line-up.
field."
"We control our own destiny a lot."
The NFL players_' draft is coming on April 29th. That is next
Last year McCaffrey scored from here," says McCaffrey. · Yale beat UNH last year by
Tuesday,
ana several New Hampshire players will be on the list.
nine goals as a freshman. "As "We're improving ourselves and 12 goals. This year the Wildcats
a· freshman, I saw quite a bit of winning. We can' be in the · are hungry .f9r a win . With a From Plymouth State, Joe Dudek. From Portsmouth High School
playing time. I made my share· driver's seat behind UMass for victory, the 'Cats control their and Boston University, Gary Walker; and let us not forget our
of mistakes, which are expected, a NCAA shot. We need to get own future. Game time is 2 pm own Andre Garron, Tom Flanagan, and Paul Dufault who is also
coming into a new playing the student body out to watch o~ Saturday at Cowell ~radium . . from Spau,Iding High School in Rochester. Look for some other
UNH surprises ...
system. Brian Byrnes, who gradCongr_ats to Mike Shriner. The two-sport star recently was
uat:ed last year, kind of took me
featured m a Channel 9 sports feature.
. __,
under his wings, and would pull
· Surprised to find La_rry Bird fifth on the top 10 scorers of the
me aside, saying 'try this·, maybe
-1980's? He's ahead of the likes of Kareem Abdul -Jabbar, julius
it will work.,,,. ·
Erving, and World B. Free. Bird's 11,687 pts. since 1980, averaging
McCaffrey feels -this year's
24.4 pts. per game (479 games), put him behind Adrian Daotley,
team is a lot closer than last
George Gervin, Moses Malone, and the leader of the pack, Alex
year's. "We bind_together as one
English. English has scored 13,180 points in 489 games for an
and ·strive towards ·winning." ,
average of 27 .0 points per game.
_
Since professional lacrosse
The early favorite for the Kentucky Derby Crown is Show Chief.
does not exist. What keeps
The horse opened at 8-1, but is currently at 7-5 to win . Tasso,
McCaff rey motivated?
---which opened at 6-1, has not looked sharp in its .last couple of
" If you like something, and
races and is still at 6-1.
·
you get recognition, and you' re
Outstanding UNH m~n·s lax player of the week goes to
good at it, then that's reason
so~homore attack, Mike McCaffrey. He had five goals and three
to stick with it. Especiatly if you
assists last Saturday against St. John 's Univer_sity.
·
get something out of it. Now
The ~BA All-Rookie team had no surprises, unless you think
l want to turn around and put
Atlanta s Spud Webb should have been included instead of Detroit's
something back into the game,"
Joe Dumars at guard . The rest of the team :· forwards - Xavier
he says.
McDaniel, Se?ttle; K~rl Malone, Utah; and Charles Oakley, Chicago.
McCaff rey has it in his mind
Center - Pamck Ewing,, New York. Guard - Joe Dumars, Detroit.
w · panicipate in, an Australian
Also receiving votes: Benoit Benjamin, LA Clippers; Wayman
exchange. United States lacrosse
T isdale, Indiana; Gerald Wilkins, NY; Manure Bol, Washington;
players travel to Australia and
Terry Porter, Portl a nd; Chris Mullin, Golden State; and, yes,
help to improve lacrosse players
Spud Web!;), Atlanta...
"down under."
· Ans_wer to triv!a (two weeks ago); Hank Swasey is the winningest
McCaff rey and his teamcoach m UNH history. Swasey had 108 wins as the head basketball
mates, now 5-3 after last week's
coach
and 249 wins as the head baseball coach.
St. John's victory,' will challenge
Tri~ia Question: Who's the all-t_ime leading UNH men's. lax
Yale this Saturday. It is the first
McCaffrey has been instrumental in the lacrosse team's scorer! See ya next week.
·
of four home games in which · 1-.fike
5-3 record.(Marla G. Smith fi le photo).
_ _ _ _ __._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _llii::illl_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. .
wins are crucial for the Wildcats

BASES

t-.--------------------------...
by Aaron Ferraris
-and Phillip ;-lhdrews

-------- --MCC AFF R E Y - - - - - -
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Sports
UNH baseball team splits double header
By Alan Adelman

the Lowell bats pounded Rick
Wildcat left fielder Ste ~e Staba pitches into left center,
Larkin tripled and stole home and right.
.
.
on a. missed safety squeeze
Staba ; who came . into the
attempt to give UNH a 6-5 extra. game touting a 2-1 record and
inning victory in the nightcap an exceptional 2 .3 ERA, was
of yesterday's ,-doubleheader reached for seven runs on -12
against visiting Lowell. The hits and two walks. Joe_Teixeira
eight innin:g decision came after ( 1-1) came on to relieve in the
dropping the opener 8-3 .
third an_d finished the game
It rook 14 1/ 2 innings of bad allowing only one unearned run
luck baseball before the Wildcats on one hit.
·
could fin ally get the break · they
The high point of the game
'need ed to sc bre a win over a came in the bottom of the
pesky -Lowell squad. Larkin's second . With two out .a nd the
dash ho m e ·wasn ' t exactly a Wildcats ·dow.n 1-0, backup
p lanned occurance.
catcher and designated hitter
"We had the squeeze on," says _ Kevin Sullivan rocked a triple
assistant coach Peter Michel, to right ; scoring Mike Lev in.
"but when it didn't work and ''I was looking for a' fastball and
the throw went down to first got one out over the plate," says
Larkin should have held at Sullivan.
third_,,,
The .split brings the Wildcats'
As it turned out, the Wildcats overall record to 11 -13 and sets
. m ight have needed a fluke play · them up ·for a three game
· to pull me out on this day. homestand against ECAC North
According to Michel, "what rival Northeastern over the
made it work was· that the first weekend . Both the Saturday
baseman was married to the ball doubleheader and Sunday single
and 1'.arkin got a good jump."
game are scheduled for 1 :00 UN H second baseman Tom Ferrin checks his ·swing in the Wildcats 6 .. 5 victory.( P aul To lme
photo).
·
All this could have been starts.
avoided if the Wildcats had
,come up with a key hit in the
bottom of the seventh. With one
out ancfthe bases loaded; catcher
Rich Wilkins popped up to
Lowell catcher Paul Gedman, ~y Marla G. Smith
- 'es pec i.ally in the crease area ·been in the attack position for together at Billerica Memorial
brother of the Bosox R ich. The
The talented UNH men's where a big kid like hirri is three weeks, he is already one High SchooL They were both_
game went into extra innings lacrosse team has found the key advantageous . Mike is tough of the top three scorers. Barry named All-American.
So why did Mcf:affrey choose
when Peter Cornellier could to unlock its success. His name defensively· to gua-rd .. We call Fraser leads the team wirh 21
him 'quick stick'," says Urqu- season goa ls, whi-le McCaffrey UNH, a school with no lacrosse
only manage a popup to first is Mike McCaffrey.
(3 assists) and Tom Arrix (2
scholarship?
.base. .
·
·
·· After our loss to UMass on hart.
"Our offense has gotten a lot assists) follow with 14 goals ·
"I met Coach Garber at a
Senior maundsmanJon.Hen- April 5, we -knew we were
lacrosse camp in Avon, Co.n necdrick started for the Wildcats · missing something. We had to more scoring power," says de- each.
"Barry and Tom are incred- . ticut, when I was a sophomore
and went 6 2/3 innings,- giving ask ourselve? who _the key was fense man Steve Zamojski.
up four earned runs on eight hits · to get things going," says head "McCaffrey was definitely our ible," says McCaffrey. "It's not ·i n high school," he says. :·It was
missing link."
·
like I've never played the attack guys like Garber and Coach
before giving way to Tom Char- coach Ted Garber.
How doe~ . McCaffrey feel position, I've just never played Urquhart that made me want
bono (5-3, 3.69 ERA). Charbono
It was assistant coach Jim
finished the seventh and eighth Urquhart who decided to move about his switch in positions? it with guys like Fraser and to come up here . I like it a lot
allowing only one hit and no McCaffrey from midfield to "When I played midfield I felt Arr1x. I enjoy it and learn a lpt." up here. It 's n~t huge like
McCaffrey , a sophomore UMass. I can walk around camruns.
.
attack. "McCaffrey is a hard uncomfortable and found it hard
The first game was all but · worker and a coach's dream. He · to orient myself towards the net. sports communication major pus and see people I know. I like
decided iri the Lowell half of the · listens, he's eager, he works Now as attack I like being down from Billerica, Massa~hus€tts , that feeling a lot. I_t's not like
third: As the skies turned from hard, and most of all, he's good- by the net. I think I've proven firs t picked up a lacrosse stick you'd see someone on the first_
re · and cloudy to blue and cle_ar, n_atured. We've seen result,s, · tha t I can be effective dowri in in sixth grade. His elementary day of school and not see them
the er.e ase," says McCaffrey. gym coach, Steve Connelly, again until gra d uat:ion at the
'Tve been putting the ball 'in became his high school coach, podium."
the net for them and th;u's what and is now head coach at The
'Tve had a lot of people ask
they want to see."
,
University of Lowell.
me why I haven't joined a
Mike and his brother Tim, fraternity, " said McCaffrey.
McCaffrey is indeed putting
points on the ~coreboard for the two years older and now attend- · "Our team is like a fraternity ,
Wildcats. Although he has only ing Harvard, played lacrosse MCCAFFREY , page 23
1

1

McCaffrey key in potent .UNH .offense

Lax-women pummel Yale
By Rick Kampersal

Pauline Collias (10) stored four goals in the women's lacrosse
team's 15-8 victory over Yale.(Ronit Larone photo).

The UNH women's lacrosse
team roared past visiting Yale
Wedoesday, 15-8, beneath a ·
ste·ady, unrelenting rainfall.
The scoring got off to a quick
start as UNH tallied two goals
in the opening minute and a
half, with Suzie Haynes scoring
· at : 12 and Karen Geromini
setting up Lynne Abbott just
a minure ·Iater.
·
The score remained 2-0 for
the next seven m i nutes until
Yale's offen.s.ive gun , Kelly
.LeComte, scored at 8:04, reducing the margi n to one. Howev~r,
that is as close as the Elis would
come.
UNH scored four of the next
· si:x: goals as Anng Sherer,
Hay n es (2 goals), co -captain
Barb Marois, and Geromini ('2
goals, 5 assists), each tall1ed
before the fourteen minute
mark. Yale's LeComte scored
two during ~bis span, leaving

with. Sue Werner scoring the
the score at 6-3:
However, UNH essentia.lly next two goals and Sue Johnson
put the game awa-y with three adding one, making the score
more scores before th.e half UNH 13 Yale 8. However, Mary
ended. Pauline Collins (4 goals) Ellen Claffey, who played an
scored tw ice and Mary Rogers · aggressive all-around game, and
Anser each scored to p,u t the
netted one.
With the srnre 9-4 at the half, game away.
With her two goals, five
Wildcat head coach Marjorie
Anderson seemed to alter her assists effort, Gerorriini vaulted
offensive scheme. There wasn't - into first place in two women's
a goal scored until seven min - lacrosse categories. Her 151
utes had elapsed in the second career poirits pushed her p;;ist
half. UNH controlled the game Sarah Kittredge's mark, and her
most of · this time as ·:Field 61 assists moved her past Laurie
General" Geromini would con- Leary.
The Wildcats, ranked fourth
stantly sit behind the Yale net
shouting out plays and wai_ting nationally, now own a 9 -2
record. The pivotal game wi ll
to see an open stick.
Yale's Sue Werner (4 goals) be this Saturday against to pC\l-t UNH's lead to four at 7: 17
ranked Penn State when the
· off a fine pass from LeComte, Wildcat journey down to Colleg~
but the Wildcats scored the next Park 1 to tangle with _the Nittany
four goals fo.r safe measure; with lions. A win could earn them
Collins scpri-ng twice and Ge - one of the six tournament spots.
romini and Ann Asner tallying:
Yale attempted a comeback,

